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Abstract 
 This study is a content analysis of collegiate fencing coverage from the 2010-2011, 2011-
2012 and 2012-2013 seasons. Through concepts set forth and conclusions reached by other 
studies the initial hypothesis was that gender bias would exist against females. The sample of 
articles was purposive and included coverage from the University of Notre Dame, Princeton 
University, Temple University, Stanford University, Boston College and the University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill. The study examined six elements of the coverage, headlines, article text, 
photos, quotes, athlete mentions and additional media, and concluded that the coverage was in a 
state of equity, if not bias against males.   
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For as long as I have known athletics, gender discrimination has been an issue. Female 
athletics have traditionally received fewer resources when compared to male athletics including 
playing opportunities, apportioned resources and media coverage. Various reasons can be sited 
for why this disparity exists, however in a Huffington Post article scholar Michael Messner 
summed the dynamic up best in five words, male sports are “what fans want to see,” (Messner, 
2010).  
As a female athlete and aspiring communications professional this irked me. In reflecting 
back to the recent sports media I had interacted with, I remembered the landscape being heavily 
dominated by males, especially on the front pages of UNC sponsored media, The Daily Tar Heel 
and Goheels.com. While I understood conceptually why football, baseball, basketball and 
hockey were preferred to the female equivalent due to physicality, speed of play, and emotional 
ties due to the historic roots of the game, I could not understand the disparity for sports where 
men and women play exactly the same. This lack of understanding morphed into curiosity when 
thinking about my sport, a sport that works to challenge that dynamic.  
It’s a sport that when you look at the athletes while competing, you can’t tell their gender. 
It is a sport guided only by one rule book for both genders, with only subtle differences in 
manner of play between male and female competition. It is a sport that makes no apparent 
concessions to gender. It is the sport of fencing.  In reflecting back to Messner’s quote I could 
not help but think if male sports are what the public wants to see, why would they not want to 
see women’s fencing as well because gender is a non-factor in the sport?  
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The following research was spawned by this curiosity as I explore if gender 
discrimination exists in collegiate fencing coverage by examining athletic department produced 
media over the course of three seasons. I hypothesize that the male athlete and team will receive 




Chapter 1: Literature Review 
Gender Discrimination in Collegiate Athletics 
Prior to 1972 the United States was a bleak place if you were a female wanting to 
participate in athletics. In the 1970’s females primarily participated in two “activities”, square 
dancing and cheerleading (The MARGARET Fund, 2014). Additionally the principle 
development pool for collegiate athletics, high school athletics, saw only one in every 27 girls 
participating in sponsored sports (The MARGARET Fund, 2014). 
Then President Nixon signed Title IX into law on June 23, 1972, putting the issue of 
gender discrimination in athletics, specifically collegiate athletics, front and center for the public 
to debate (Women's Sports Foundation, 2012). The law stated, “No person in the United States 
shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be 
subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving Federal financial 
assistance,”(United States Department of Labor, 1972, Section 1681 A). In specifically 
addressing collegiate athletics, Title IX set forth a three part test for determining whether or not 
an institution met compliance requirements: proportionality in male and female athletic 
participation numbers as compared to enrollment totals, history of program expansion which 
acknowledges the interests of the underrepresented sex, and “full accommodation of interests 
and abilities of the underrepresented sex,” (The MARGARET Fund, 2014). 
 Title IX, while cheered by many, met great opposition after it was first enacted. The bill 
first met opposition in May 1974 when the Tower Amendment was proposed, seeking to exclude 
revenue-producing sports from inclusion in Title IX (Women's Sports Foundation, 2012). The 
Tower Amendment was struck down, however prior to the July 21, 1978 compliance deadline for 
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all high school and collegiate athletic departments Title IX was challenged countless times 
(Women's Sports Foundation, 2012). Notable attempts to amend or strike down Title IX included 
two resolutions presented in 1975 which sought to remove Title IX from applying to collegiate 
athletics and a 1976 movement by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) which 
challenged the bills legality (Women's Sports Foundation, 2012). 
 Despite the opposition, since the passage of Title IX, female participation in athletics has 
increased by 560%, as 3.2 million girls now participate in high school athletics and 193,232 in 
college athletics (The MARGARET Fund, 2014). However, despite the increases in 
opportunities women still face discrimination, specifically at the collegiate level, with regards to 
playing opportunities, 63,000 fewer slots, scholarship monies, 183 million fewer dollars, and 
funding for equipment, uniforms and facilities (Women's Sports Foundation, 2012).
 
When 
examining the inequity at an institutional level, the average Division 1-FBS school spends only 
28% of total athletic money and 31% of total recruitment funds on female athletics (Women's 
Sports Foundation, 2012). 
At the federal level these persisting inequities have been addressed numerous times 
through the court system. One such case in 1996, Cohen v. Brown University, saw a federal 
appeals court rule in favor of female athletes, stating that Brown University discriminated against 
them (Women's Sports Foundation, 2012). The court also denied Brown University’s claim that 







Significance of Media in Sport
 
 While Title IX has made great advancements in the number of opportunities available to 
women in athletics, the media have played a large role in shaping the public’s beliefs and 
acceptance of the changes through the nature of its coverage.  
 Per a 1988 study, it was asserted that the media are one of the most important institutions 
in shaping public ideology (Kane, 1988). Subsequent studies conducted in more modern times 
have worked to support the claim by demonstrating that the media is responsible for shaping 
societal values and determining what is “’good,’ ‘right,’ and ‘just’” in society (Kane, Taub, & 
Hayes, 2000). Analyses have shown that such influence on society occurs via sports media. 
When media outlets fail to cover aspects of female participation in sport, the public’s perceptions 
are inappropriately shaped (Coakley, 2004). 
Via its influence on the public, the media have the potential to diminish the future 
participation totals in female athletics by denying young women models to “emulate”(Messner, 
1988).  
Framing 
 It is clear that the media have the ability to shape public opinion, with and without bias. 
The concept of framing works to demonstrate the ways in which the media can portray bias, 
subsequently misshaping public perception. 
   The idea of media being able to shape beliefs about female athletics, beyond just 
providing an inequitable amount coverage, was articulated by a study conducted by Messner in 
1988 which claimed that through framing media can negate the potential positive effects females 
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could receive from equity in impressions (Messner, 1988).  A 1996 study showed the use of 
language that emphasized the physical desirability of the female athlete, is one of the primary 
ways the media frames female athletics (Kane, 1996). 
Messner claimed that framing was illuminated in the mid 1980’s when society saw a shift 
in the type of female athlete, with the new athlete’s accomplishments demanding more equity in 
coverage (Messner 1988). He claimed that the shift would force the media to provide legitimate 
coverage of female athletics in order for the outlets to maintain credibility (Messner 1988). 
Messner asserted that while journalists would rely on statistics, they would still be able to frame 
female athletics as lesser due to the sheer differences in physical capabilities between males and 
females, and females’ general inability to match her male counterpart (Messner, 1988).  
A 1996 study elaborated upon Messner’s conclusions about framing and presented 
additional ways in which the media both print and broadcast, tends to minimalize women in sport 
through framing (Kane, 1996). In the study Kane highlighted that lack of impressions, or 
marginalization, trivialization and sexualization, and ambivalence in coverage, both via print and 
broadcast media, enforce to society the lesser role of women (Kane, 1996). 
 In examining number of impressions, Kane showed that regardless of time period, age 
and race, female athletes are covered less than male athletes (Kane, 1996). In specifying in 
greater detail where females faced the most discrimination, Kane’s investigation of Sports 
Illustrated articles showed that overall females receive less coverage than their male 
counterparts, but the disparity is less in sports deemed to be gender appropriate (Kane, 1996) . 
With regards to trivialization and sexualization, Kane emphasized the media’s ability to 
frame via visual images and language (Kane, 1996). Kane elaborated that sport sociologists have 
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concluded that women are more often depicted as ladies before athletes in textual references, and 
shown more frequently in posed positions as opposed to actively participating in the sport in 
photos (Kane, 1996).  
Specific to language, Kane’s study concluded that the prevalent use of “girl” for female 
and not “boy” for male athletes in conjunction with a hierarchy of naming, accomplished by 
using females first names more frequently than their last names, and men’s last names more 
frequently than their first, works to discriminate against women in coverage (Kane, 1996). A 
1992 article by Duncan specifically spoke to the use of last as opposed to first names stating that 
by referring to females more frequently by their first names or girl, female, etc. the media is 
lessening their role in athletics to that of a child (Duncan, 1992). 
Elements of Sport that Lead to Inequality in Coverage  
 In addition to framing, sports and teams innately possess certain qualities that have been 
shown to lead to bias in coverage.  
In 1965 the concept of gender appropriateness in sports was first articulated by Metheny 
(Metheny, 1965). In her theory Metheny proposed that sports fell into one of three categories: 
not appropriate for women to engage in, potentially appropriate for women to engage in if of a 
lower socioeconomic class and wholly appropriate for women of high socioeconomic classes to 
engage in (Metheny, 1965). 
Per her theory, those sports deemed to be inappropriate for women included sports in 
which, “the resistance to the opponent is overcome by bodily contact, the resistance of a heavy 
object is overcome by direct application of bodily force, or the body is projected into or through 
space over long distances or for extended periods of time,” (Metheny, 1965, p. 51). Those sports 
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deemed to be appropriate for women of lower socioeconomic status are those in which, “the 
resistance of the of an object of moderate weight is overcome by direct application of bodily 
force or the body is projected into or through space over moderate distances or for relatively 
short periods of time,”(Metheny, 1965, p.51). Those sports deemed to be appropriate for women 
of higher socioeconomic status are those in which, “the resistance of a light object is overcome 
with a light implement, the body is projected into or through space in aesthetically pleasing 
patterns, the velocity and maneuverability of the body is increased by the use of some 
manufactured device or a spatial barrier prevents bodily contact with the opponent in face-to-
face forms of competition.,” (Metheny, 1965, p.51-52). 
Overall, gender appropriate sports were concluded to be those that emphasized the 
finesses and grace associated with the female body, and those deemed inappropriate were those 
that placed emphasis on strength and body-to-body contact, characteristics often associated with 
the male gender (Metheny, 1965). 
Despite Metheny’s theory being set forth more than half a century ago, studies published 
in 1975 and 1987 hold that, respectively, society as a whole and high school aged children 
concur with how Metheny has segregated sports into appropriate and inappropriate for females to 
participate in (Kane, 1987 Snyder, Kivlin, & Spreitzer, 1975). As society has evolved several 
sports have developed and risen in popularity which do not fit the categories outlined by 
Metheny, which prompted Rintala and Birrell’s 1984 study, which defines such sports as high-
risk and gender inappropriate. Refer to Table A.1 in the appendix which depicts the gender 
appropriateness of sports per the most recent segregation of sport via a study conducted by Kane, 
published in 1988. 
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Analyses have shown that gender-appropriateness of sport can impact the amount of 
coverage female athletes receive. In a study that examined feature stories in 1,228 issues of 
Sports Illustrated between 1964 and 1987, it was shown that significantly more feature stories 
were written about female athletes participating in gender appropriate sports compared to gender 
inappropriate sports, prior to and following the passage of Title IX (Kane, 1987). 
The second innate feature of a sport or team that can impact media coverage is brand 
equity. Articulated by Aaker in 1991, brand equity was defined as any element that adds or 
subtracts from the value of a service, which is a summation of perceived quality, brand 
awareness, brand associations and brand loyalty (Aaker, 1991). Per Aaker’s definition, perceived 
quality speaks to the public’s belief of a sport or team’s excellence, brand awareness to consumer 
familiarity with a sport or team, and brand loyalty to a sport or team’s capabilities in attracting 
and keeping fans (Aaker, 1991). Gladden, Milne and Sutton, specifically defined brand 
associations within sport by stating that they “would represent both the emotional identification 
with a particular team and the exhilaration derived from attending a sporting event,” (Gladden, 
Milne, & Sutton, 1998). 
Gladden, Milne and Sutton’s definition of brand associations in sport resulted from a 
1990’s study which concluded that national media exposure was a consequence of brand equity, 
establishing that the more brand equity a team or sport is thought to have, the more coverage it 
will receive (Gladden, Milne, & Sutton, 1998). 
The notion of brand equity’s impact on coverage was analyzed via a 2000’s study 
conducted by Cunningham and Sagas which examined brand equity’s effect on media coverage, 
specifically in collegiate athletics (Cunningham & Sagas, 2002). The design of the study 
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compared women’s basketball to women’s softball, hypothesizing that since women’s basketball 
had high brand equity they would have more resulting coverage, men’s to women’s basketball, 
thought to have equal equity and therefore equal coverage, and baseball to softball, of which 
baseball was hypothesized to be covered more often due to its higher brand equity (Cunningham 
& Sagas, 2002). The results of the study confirmed all initial hypotheses and supported the 
notion that greater brand equity was an indicator of greater media coverage (Cunningham & 
Sagas, 2002). 
Elements of Media that Lead to Inequality in Coverage 
 Just like with sports and teams, media outlets embody specific characteristics that lend to 
equal/unequal coverage for female and male athletics. These characteristics lend specific outlets 
to being of greater importance in specific areas of analysis. Two of such characteristics are for-
profit versus not-for-profit standing and inclusion within the Title IX umbrella of compliance for 
produced media.  
 Examinations of for-profit compared to not-for-profit media, have revealed parallel 
trends in coverage despite different economic motivations and compliance regulations.  
In examining for-profit media Cuneen and Sidwell set forth the theory that for-profit 
media tends to depict men more often and in more prominent roles, following their analysis of 
advertisements of athletes in 36 issues of Sports Illustrated for Kids between January 1989 and 
November 1994 (Cuneen & Sidwell, 1998). Huffman, Tuggle and Rosengard set forth a parallel 
theory addressing not-for-profit media after examining both print and broadcast coverage of 
collegiate sports at 39 institutions following the NCAA basketball championship (Huffman, 
Tuggle, & Rosengard, 2004). Huffman, Tuggle and Rosengard found that via their content 
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analysis gender specific stories covered men more often in both mediums, and it was only when 
men and women were covered in the same story, in both mediums, that they received equality in 
coverage (Huffman, Tuggle, & Rosengard, 2004). 
The finding regarding not-for-profit media is especially important when considered in 
context of motivations possessed by for-profit media as explained by Sagas, Cunningham, 
Wigley and Ashley in their 2000 study. Sagas et al. stated that the discrepancies in for-profit 
media can be accounted for by the fact that they, “cater to the needs and wants of their 
consumers and advertisers,” (Sagas, Cunningham, Wigley, & Ashley, 2000). This conclusion 
establishes the significance of examining not-for profit media as they have no economic stake in 
portraying one gender more frequently than the other.  
 The significance is further heightened when considering compliance regulations 
surrounding collegiate media as highlighted by the study conducted by Wann, Schrader, Allison 
and McGeorge. The study emphasized that despite investigating school sponsored media, which 
is required to comply with Title IX regulations, male athletes and teams received more coverage 
than female athletes and teams (Wann, Schrader, Allison, & McGeorge, 1998) . 
Past Research in Sport Coverage across Non-Electronic Platforms 
It is clear that the media play a vital role in today’s society, and that sports media can 
frame content in a manner so that is bias towards the female athlete and athletics. Various studies 
have been conducted that work to support an overarching theory that male athletes, at all levels 
of competition including professional and collegiate, are being covered more often and with 
better quality than female athletes, despite a narrowing of the disparity in more modern times. 
These studies also work to support the notion that teams deemed gender appropriate that possess 
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a high level of brand equity receive more and higher quality coverage compared to teams 
deemed gender inappropriate and of lesser brand equity.  
In the previously cited 1988 study conducted by Kane, an analysis of Sports Illustrated 
articles between 1964 and 1987 found that while female athletes were still not being covered 
equally despite the passage of Title IX, and those women participating in gender-inappropriate 
faced the greatest in equity with regards to coverage (Kane, 1988). In a later study Kane stressed 
that despite female athletics overall being covered more often, the inequity in impressions 
between men and women was still statistically significant (Kane, 1988). 
A decade following Kane’s studies, Jones, Murrell and Jackson continued to discover 
evidence supporting the concept of less coverage for females as opposed to males through an 
examination of newspaper and magazine coverage associated with the 1996 Summer Olympics 
and 1998 Winter Olympics (Jones, Murrell, & Jackson, 1999). The study concluded that females 
participating in both gender appropriate and inappropriate sports were described with more “non-
task relevant” language as opposed to “task relevant” language, supporting the concept of 
framing discussed earlier (Jones, Murrell, & Jackson, 1999). The study further concluded that 
those women participating in gender inappropriate sports received more stereotypical coverage 
as compared to women participating in gender appropriate sports (Jones, Murrell, & Jackson, 
1999). 
In more recent times a 2003 study, focusing on broadcast media, conducted by Messner, 
Duncan and Cooky examined 21 editions of ESPN’s SportCenter and concluded that while the 
amount of coverage the female athlete receives had increased since a similar study conducted in 
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1993, they still received significantly less coverage overall and that coverage more often 
depicted women in non-serious activities or sexualized them (Jones, Murrell, & Jackson, 1999). 
In examining three platforms of media, magazine, newspaper and broadcast, the above 
studies lend support to the conclusion that despite women having more opportunities to compete 
via Title IX, the media is not acting as a champion to inform the public of these activities. 
Further the studies supported the notion that women were being covered more frequently when 
participating in a gender appropriate sport, as compared to those deemed inappropriate, but are 
still covered less overall than their male counterparts. Finally the studies concluded that women 
were still being covered with more stereotypical and non-task relevant coverage due to framing.  
Past Research in Sport Coverage in College Athletics  
 In addition to these studies, numerous studies have been conducted which specifically 
link the above trends to collegiate athletics. These studies have established these trends both 
when comparing multiple sports across genders and comparing the same sport across genders.  
Multiple Sport Analysis 
The first group of studies compares the amount of coverage across multiple sports via 
five platforms: media guides, NCAA News, campus media, both print and broadcast, and school 
sponsored athletic department websites.  
 In addressing media guides, Buysse and Embser-Herbert analyzed more than 600 team 
media guide covers between 1989-1990 and 1996-1997 for basketball, golf, gymnastics, tennis, 
softball and baseball teams (Buysse & Embser-Herbet, 2004). The study found that while the 
sheer number of impressions of female athletes as compared to male athletes on the covers of the 
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media guides was near equal, when analyzing other aspects of portrayal in the photos, men were 
given more credence (Buysse & Embser-Herbet, 2004). The study found that in both time 
periods men were portrayed more often on the sport’s playing surface and in action as opposed to 
posed (Buysse & Embser-Herbet, 2004). Further the study concluded that the disparity in type of 
coverage increased when the sport analyzed was gender inappropriate for female athletes 
(Buysse & Embser-Herbet, 2004). 
 These results however were not replicated in a separate study conducted by Kane and 
Buysse when they examined media guides for the same above mentioned sports across 68 
universities between 1990 and the 2003-2004 season (Kane & Buysse, 2005). Kane and Buysse 
concluded that via their sample women were almost equally depicted on-court and in active 
motions (Kane & Buysse, 2005). 
In examining the NCAA News, two studies, conducted over a decade apart, supported the 
trend that while women still face gender bias in collegiate athletics coverage, that discrepancy is 
waning.   
 In a study conducted by Shifflett and Revelle eight issues of the NCAA News, four from 
1988 and four from 1991 were examined through an analysis of photographs and text of athlete, 
coach and sport specific articles (Shifflett & Revelle, 1994). The study found that with regards to 
number of paragraphs, number of photographs and square inches of space, the discrepancy of 
amount of coverage, favoring the male athlete, was statistically significant (Shifflett & Revelle, 
1994). Shifflett and Revelle concluded the statistical significance of the discrepancy in coverage 
via a comparison to the proportions of male teams to female teams (Shifflett & Revelle, 1994).  
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Following the publication of the study, Malec’s article "Gender (in) Equity in the NCAA 
News?" cautioned the public when accounting for statistical significance in the manner Shifflet 
and Revelle did (1994). Malec proposed that to assess gender equity in coverage, the amount of 
coverage could be more accurately analyzed if portrayed in context with the percent of female 
compared to male athletes 
 
(Malec, 1994). 
Nearly a decade later, Cunningham et al. examined 24 issues of the NCAA News 
published between 1999 and 2001. The study concluded that women were being discussed in 
paragraphs 15.9% more of the time and depicted in photographs 5.7% more of the time in more 
recent issues (Cunningham, Sagas, Sartore, Amsden, & Schelihase, 2004). The study analyzed 
the data in conjunction to gender-team proportions and roster proportions, and concluded with 
both considered, women had reached a state of equity in coverage (Cunningham, Sagas, Sartore, 
Amsden, & Schelihase, 2004).  
  With regards to campus media, two studies examined campus newspapers solely, Wann 
et al.’s 1998 study and MacKay and Dallaire’s 2009 study, while Huffman et al.’s 2004 study 
looked at both campus newspapers and broadcasts.  
 In examining campus newspapers Wann et al.’s study discovered that whether the 
amount of coverage was analyzed how Shifflett and Revelle or Malec, suggested, campus 
newspapers covered male athletes and teams significantly more often than females (Wann, 
Schrader, Allison, & McGeorge, 1998). Huffman et al.’s (2004) study concluded that regardless 
of whether a team was gender specific or mix gender, male athletes and teams were covered 
more often than female athletes, and were more frequently discussed first (Huffman, Tuggle, & 
Rosengard, 2004). Researchers from the study did note that despite the disparity in amount of 
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impressions, females appeared to receive equal coverage quality, with quality defined as print 
story space, broadcast story length, inclusion of a photo, and length of quotes (Huffman, Tuggle, 
& Rosengard, 2004). Despite the persisting inequity, the difference in amount of coverage had 
decreased when compared to the 1998 study (Huffman, Tuggle, & Rosengard, 2004). 
When campus newspapers were examined again by MacKay and Dallaire, who examined 
media between 2004-2007, the researchers found that women received near equity in number of 
articles and photos produced overall (MacKay & Dallaire, 2009). However there were fewer 
articles about female-inappropriate sports when compared to the male-appropriate equivalent and 
females were not as commonly featured on the front page (MacKay & Dallaire, 2009) . 
 In looking specifically at campus broadcast media, Huffman et al discovered that the 
trends it found in print, inequity in quantity but equity in quality of coverage, were duplicated in 
broadcast media (Huffman, Tuggle, & Rosengard, 2004). 
Despite the optimism that women were receiving more coverage and were being framed 
less by the studies that examined media guide covers, the NCAA News and campus media, one 
media outlet worked to show that great disparities in coverage still exist.  
In looking at NCAA websites, a 2009 study conducted by Cooper and Cooper examined 
the home pages of 30 athletic department websites during the 2005-2006 school year. The study, 
which examined space allocated to coverage of each gender in square inches, concluded that 
female athletes continue to receive less space devoted to their sports with regards to articles, 40% 
as compared to 60%, multimedia, 21.9% as compared to 78.1%, photograph, 39.7% as compared 
to 60.3%, and advertisement, 29.7% as compared to 70.3%, when compared to their male 
counterparts (Cooper & Cooper, 2009). When the researchers put the data in context of number 
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of athletes, per Malec’s suggestions, women continued to receive significantly less coverage than 
male athletes (Cooper & Cooper, 2009).  
Sport-to-Sport Analysis 
 In narrowing the scope of the above studies further, two notable studies have been 
conducted in which coverage for female collegiate teams is compared directly and only to the 
coverage of its male counterpart.  
In Sagas et al.’s 2000 study the researchers compared baseball to softball coverage 
produced via university websites at 52 Division I schools during the 1999 season (Sagas, 
Cunningham, Wigley, & Ashley, 2000). The study concluded that both during pre-season and in-
season competition, the softball team was covered less often (Sagas et al., 2000). The study also 
concluded that the softball team’s coverage was of lower quality as it included with less 
frequency the head coach or assistant coach’s name, biography or picture, facility information, 
up to date roster, player pictures or biographies and season outlooks (Sagas et al., 2000). 
In continuing to investigate gender bias in coverage, Cunningham’s 2003 study compared 
men’s tennis to women’s tennis coverage featured on 35 university websites (Cunningham, 
2003). Cunningham’s (2003) research filled a void as in his study he highlights how both teams 
have equal roster size, low brand equity and produce minimal revenue. His research showed that 






Purpose of Study 
With all of the prior research considered, my study will serve as a follow up to and 
expansion of Cunningham’s 2003 study of tennis teams. In mimicking Cunningham’s study 
fencing was selected as it is a team where both the men’s and women’s programs have near 
equal rosters sizes, hold minimal equity when compared to other sports and equal equity when 
compared to one another, and net no revenue. Where this study will look to expand upon 
Cunningham’s findings is that fencing is deemed a gender-inappropriate sport. The study 
however will look to fall within the same class of importance as it examines a media outlet that 
should be in compliance with Title IX.  
This study looks to establish modern conclusions, as three of the most recent seasons 
were selected for the study. Additionally, in all of the above studies examining one sport, only 
one season was examined. With this in mind one is left to wonder whether the trends observed 
were accurate or if there were confounding factors that occurred during the period of analysis 
that influenced the coverage. This study looks to minimize the significance of those numerous 
variables, many of which are unknowns, by including multiple seasons.  





Chapter 2: Methods 
This study serves as a longitudinal, retrospective content analysis of collegiate fencing 
coverage in the United States. The study seeks to analyze all athletic department produced media 
for six collegiate programs, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Temple University, 
Princeton University, University of Notre Dame, Stanford University and Boston College during 
the 2010-2011, 2011-2012, and 2012-2013 seasons.  
Sample 
Overall this sample was purposive in order to obtain a sample representative of the entire 
population of varsity collegiate fencing teams.  
Teams 
The teams that were selected to participate in this study were identified via a stratified 
sample to account for variables from three categories including roster characteristics, team 
characteristics, and school characteristics. The sample selection was stratified in such a manner 
to generate a sample representative of the population. In order to provide an adequate sample of 
stories for analysis, six teams, approximately 15% of total teams, were selected for the study. 
Roster Characteristics   
 The first category of variables that the study design accounts for is roster characteristics. 
In examining the roster of the programs to be included in the study, Olympian participation, 
overall roster strength and gender balance were examined. These variables were accounted for to 




The first factor examined within the roster characteristics variable evaluated those teams 
with and without active Olympic team members on the roster, as 11 of 20 members of the 2012 
London delegation were collegiate fencers during the time frame this study analyzes.  
Teams with Olympic team members included Pennsylvania State University (Miles 
Chamley-Watson and Doris Willette), St. John’s University (Daryl Homer and Dagmara 
Wozniak), University of Notre Dame (Courtney Hurley, Lee Kiefer and Gerek Meinhardt), 
Stanford University (Alexander Massialas), Columbia University (Nzingha Prescod and Nicole 
Ross), and Princeton University (Susannah Scanlan) (USA Fencing, 2012). For control purposes 
a team with a male and female Olympian, a team with a male Olympian and a team with a 
female Olympian were selected. Notre Dame represented the school with an Olympian from both 
genders, Princeton the team with just a female Olympian and Stanford the team with just a male 
Olympian.    
Roster Proportions 
The second factor with respect to roster characteristics addressed the number of athletes 
on the roster for each team, and whether or not the sport fielded a team for only one gender. 
While most teams, 33, offer both a men’s and women’s varsity program, eight teams offer only a 
women’s varsity program (NCAA, 2006) (NCAA, 2006). However, there is no team that offers 
only a men’s program (NCAA, 2006) (NCAA, 2006). The eight teams that are women only are 
Farleigh Dickinson University at Metropolitan Campus, Temple University, Northwestern 
University, The City College of New York, Cornell University, Queens College, Tufts 
University and Wellesley College (NCAA, 2006).   
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Since eight of the 41 teams are women’s only programs, roughly 20%, one member of 
the sample population for the study will be a women’s only program. Temple University 
represented the women’s only team in the study.  
While no school offers a men’s only varsity program, in examining the rosters of varsity 
collegiate fencing teams, Stanford University failed to field a complete women’s team all three 
seasons, and represented the team that leans more male heavy as opposed to female heavy 
(Stanford Athletics, 2010). 
Refer to the appendix and Table A.2 which enumerates the number of male and female 
athletes on the roster for each team for each of the three seasons examined. Every team 
excluding Stanford University and Temple University achieved a near balance in roster sizes for 
both genders each season. Overall the sample included 301 male athletes, 49.59%, and 306 
female athletes, 50.41%. 
Team Characteristics 
The second variable that the sample accounts for is team characteristics, which work to 
establish each team’s brand equity. In looking at this variable two factors were examined: team 
strength during the examined seasons and historical team strength. While fencing is a sport that 
holds overall low equity, the equity of individual teams varies, and by including teams of all 
levels of equity the sample is designed so that the results could potentially extend to all teams.  
Overall Team Strength: Sample Years 
 Overall team strength in the years to be evaluated was assessed by examining the final 
team rankings after each season’s NCAA championships. Thirty teams participated at the 2011 
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national championships, 25 teams at the 2012 national championships and 25 teams at the 2013 
national championships (NCAA, 2013 Pris de Fer Fencing Club, Inc., 2012 Sapery, 2011). In 
order to have a team representative of each skill level an average place for each team at the 
NCAA championships between 2011 and 2013 was calculated. The average was determined by 
assigning a point to each place of finish; first place finishers received one point, second place 
finishers two, etc. After each team was assigned points for each season they participated, the 
points were summed and divided by the number of appearances that team made. A minimum of 
one team that averaged between first and tenth place, eleventh and twentieth place, and twenty-
first and thirtieth place over the three seasons was selected for inclusion in the study.  
The schools’ whose average finish were between first and tenth selected were Notre 
Dame, Princeton and Stanford. The schools’ whose average finish were between eleventh and 
twentieth selected were Temple and UNC-Chapel Hill. The school’s whose average finish was 
between twenty-first and thirtieth selected was Boston College. While three schools were 
selected from the upper third, two from the middle and one from the lower, such selection was 
made to control for additional variables, including geography and gender orientation of the team. 
The disparity can also be attributed to the fluctuating finish of select teams in the upper and 
middle tier from season-to-season. Refer to the appendix and Table A.3 for the complete list of 
teams, their finishes by season, and average finish.  
Overall Team Strength: Historic 
The second factor the variable of team characteristics accounts for is historical strength, 
which impacts brand equity and thereby coverage. Fifty-four different teams have participated in 
the co-ed championship since its inception in 1990, however seven were excluded from being 
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eligible because they no longer sponsor a varsity program, and 21 additional programs were not 
eligible as they had attended fewer than half of the championships. (NCAA, 2013) 
From this, to gather a sample representative of the various historical strength factors held 
by teams, one team was selected from approximately every four teams. The University of Notre 
Dame served as the representative from the first quantile, Princeton University the second, 
Stanford University the third, Temple University the fourth, the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill the fifth and Boston College the sixth quartile.  To view a complete list of the 
historical strength of the programs eligible for inclusion in the sample refer to the appendix and 
Table A.4. 
Athletic Department Characteristics 
The third category of variables the study design attempts to account for includes athletics 
department characteristics. The principle elements of this addressed the conference the school 
competes in for fencing and division that the school competes in across all athletics. This 
category of variables was included to account for any potential effect conference standing and 
geography could have on coverage.  
Fencing Conference Standing 
Per the NCAA’s official list of teams, collegiate fencing during the 2010-2011, 2011-
2012 and 2012-2013 seasons competed in six conferences: Independent, Ivy League, Midwest 
Conference, Eastern College Athletic Conference and University Athletic Association. Refer to 
the appendix and Table A.5 for a complete list of schools that participated in each conference.  
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 Four schools, approximately 10% of all teams, represent the Eastern College Athletic 
Conference, 26 schools, approximately 63% of all teams, an independent conference, one school, 
approximately 2% of all teams, the Midwest Conference, one school, approximately 2% of all 
teams, the Northeast Conference, seven schools, approximately 17% of all teams, The Ivy league 
and two schools, approximately 5% of all teams, the University Athletic Association.  
 In keeping with proportions one team was selected to represent the Eastern College 
Athletic Conference (Boston College), four teams the independent conference (University of 
North Carolina at Chapel Hill, University of Notre Dame, Temple University and Stanford 
University), and one team The Ivy League (Princeton University).  
Geography 
In accounting for geography, the United States was divided into four regions: Northeast, 
Mid-Atlantic/South, Midwest and West. These geographical divides were made in conjunction 
with the NCAA regions for collegiate fencing. Refer to the appendix and Table A.6 for a 
complete list of teams by region. 
From the 18 teams representative of the Northeast Region, approximately 44% of all 
teams, Boston College represented the Northeast region. While via proportions three teams 
should be selected, in order to account for additional variables, specifically roster proportions 
and strength, only one team represented the Northeast region.  
From the twelve teams, approximately 30% of all teams, representative of the Mid-
Atlantic/South Region the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Princeton University and 
Temple University represented the Mid-Atlantic/South Region. Via proportions two teams 
should be selected, however to account for additional variables, three were selected.  
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From the seven teams, approximately 17% of all teams, representative of the Midwest 
region the University of Notre Dame represented the Midwest region.  
From the four teams, approximately 10% of all teams, representative of the West region 
Stanford University represented the West region. While via proportions no team should be 
selected to represent the West region, a representative will be included in order to make the 
conclusions of the study generalizable to all programs across the nation.  
Athletic Department Division 
The third aspect of the athletic department variable addresses athletic department wide 
division of competition, with regards to Division I, II and III. While the division of classification 
has no relevance to fencing regarding competition, as there is only one national championship 
awarded to the best of the 41 teams, the division classification affects the amount of money that 
the athletic department has available to spend on the sport. Refer to the appendix and Table A.7 
for a complete list of the expenses for the fencing teams, by gender, by conference.  
By only including Division I programs, the study works to control for programs having 
access to similar resources to develop the analyzed coverage. All of the schools, excluding 
Princeton, are Division I-FBS schools (NCAA, 2006). Princeton is classified as a Division I- 
FCS school, yet their fencing team’s budgets are in line with that of a Division I-FBS institution 
with the men’s fencing team’s expenses totaling approximately $175,000 and the women’s 






 The media selected for analysis was that which is made available to the public via the 
athletic department’s official website. For The University of Notre Dame all fencing media will 
be analyzed from http://www.und.com/, for Princeton University 
http://www.goprincetontigers.com/, for Stanford University http://www.gostanford.com/, for 
Temple University http://www.owlsports.com/, for the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
http://www.goheels.com/, and for Boston College http://www.bceagles.com/.  
 The official athletic department site was selected as the source of media as they are the 
primary sources of communication for the team, as the athletic department serves as a college 
team’s official spokesperson. Additionally the team sites fall under the mandates of Title IX as 
they are funded by each respective institution’s athletic department which receives federal 
funding assistance.  
Time Frame 
 In this study media will be analyzed across three seasons in which one season is prior to 
an Olympic year, one season is during an Olympic year, and one season is following an Olympic 
year. These respective seasons are 2010-2011, 2011-2012, and 2012-2013. The rationale for such 
a time frame is to account for any potential boost in popularity the sport of fencing could receive 
in amount of coverage generated due to Olympic attention or teams could receive from having an 
Olympian on their team. 
 A season was considered to span from July 1
st
 of the beginning year of the season till 
June 30
th
 of the second year of the season. July 1 was selected to mark the beginning of the 
season to coincide with the United States Fencing Association’s Summer National 
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Championships, traditionally the first week of July (USA Fencing, 2014). June 30 was selected 
as the closing date for a season to allow for West Coast schools to complete their school year, as 
West Coast schools begin instruction later and are subsequently dismissed later.  
Measured Variables  
Across the six schools and three seasons a total of 505 articles were analyzed. All 505 
articles were analyzed for 35 traits. The complete codebook is included as Figure A.1 in the 
appendix, an example code sheet is included as Figure A.2 in the appendix, and an example of a 
coded article is included as Figure A.3 in the Appendix.  In analyzing the articles, elements 
speaking to quality and quantity were examined. These measures were informed by the seven 
integral aspects that should be included per Berg’s introduction to content analyses in the book 
Qualitative Research Methods for the Social Sciences (Berg, 2007). 
In looking at quantitative variables the study measures number of articles speaking to a 
specific gender and both genders, total words in the article, total words in the headline, words 
speaking to a specific gender and both genders, number of quotes speaking to a specific gender 
and both genders, and number of photographs portraying a specific gender and both genders. 
In looking at qualitative variables the study analyzes the subject of the article, which 
gender was mentioned first in stories describing both genders, subject of the headline, the name 
used, first or last, when referring to an athlete in the headline, nature of photographs and 






Measures of Analysis  
 After all articles were analyzed and select articles excluded, as explained in the 
codebook, the data was analyzed via SPSS to see if women were covered with gender bias in any 
aspect of coverage. An example of the analysis included examining whether men or women have 
more articles and whether men or women are more frequently portrayed in photographs in action 
or not in action.   
Intercoder Reliability  
One other individual was trained with regards to the coding of the articles. The individual 
trained then coded 10% of the articles that were included in the study, totaling 43 articles, as 
only 431 articles were included in the final analysis. These articles were selected via a simple 
random sample determined by assigning each article a number, with the first article from UNC’s 
2010-2011 season being 000 and the remaining articles then numbered so that following 
numbering all UNC 2010-2011 articles chronologically, the articles for Stanford 2010-2011, then 
Temple 2010-2011, then Princeton 2010-2011, then Notre Dame 2010-2011, then Boston 
College 2010-2011, then UNC 2011-2012, then Stanford 2011-2012, then Temple 2011-2012, 
then Princeton 2011-2012, then Notre Dame 2011-2012, then Boston College 2011-2012, UNC 
2012-2013, then Stanford 2012-2013,  then Temple 2012-2013, then Princeton 2012-2013, then 
Notre Dame 2012-2013 and then Boston College 2012-2013  were numbered chronologically. 
After numbering the articles, a sample of 43 articles was identified via a random number 
generator.  
 Intercoder reliability was determined using Cohen’s Kappa giving the reliability scores 
enumerated below in Table 2.1 Overall intercoder reliability was satisfactory.  
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Male Specific Article 1.000 Satisfactory 
Female Specific Article 1.000 Satisfactory 
Article About Both Genders 1.000 Satisfactory 
Order Genders Mentioned in Article 1.000 Satisfactory 
Number of Female Specific Words 0.888 Satisfactory 
Number of Male Specific Words 0.873 Satisfactory 
Number of Words Regarding Both Genders 1.000 Satisfactory 
Article Subject College Event/Non-College Event 1.000 Satisfactory 
Article Subject Team/Individual 1.000 Satisfactory 
Article Subject In-Season/NCAA Championship Competition 1.000 Satisfactory 
Total Number of Words in Article 0.783 Satisfactory 
Gender Present in Headline 1.000 Satisfactory 
Reference to Gender in Headline 1.000 Satisfactory 
Headline Type: Athlete 1.000 Satisfactory 
Headline Type: Team Preview 1.000 Satisfactory 
Headline Type: Team Review 1.000 Satisfactory 
Order Genders Mentioned in Headline 1.000 Satisfactory 
Total Number of Words in Headline 1.000 Satisfactory 
Photo 1.000 Satisfactory 
Gender Depicted in Photo 1.000 Satisfactory 
Type of Photo: Action/ No Action 0.800 Satisfactory 
Type of Photo: Fencing Gear/ No Fencing Gear 1.000 Satisfactory 
Type of Photo: Staged/Natural 1.000 Satisfactory 
Current Athletes Mentioned 1.000 Satisfactory 
Genders of Current Athletes Mentioned 0.831 Satisfactory 
Athlete Alum Mentioned 1.000 Satisfactory 
Gender of Athlete Alum Mentioned 1.000 Satisfactory 
Non-Affiliated Athletes Mentioned 0.800 Satisfactory 
Gender of Non-Affiliated Athletes Mentioned 0.839 Satisfactory 
Quote 1.000 Satisfactory 
Total Number of Quotes in an Article 1.000 Satisfactory 
Gender of Quoted 1.000 Satisfactory 
Title of Quoted 1.000 Satisfactory 
Gender Quote Addressed 1.000 Satisfactory 
Additional Media 1.000 Satisfactory 
  
 The following chapter will present the results of the study and start to prove or disprove 




In analyzing the results, the significance of the data is calculated with Malec’s unit of 
comparison as the results are reported in context of roster proportions. The following results are 
reported below by unit of analysis as one would encounter the information, headline, article, 
photos, quotes, athlete references and additional media. The results are reported in context of my 
initial hypothesis that the coverage would present gender bias against females.  
Headlines 
While analyzing the articles, the headlines were coded as athlete centric, team centric 
prospective, or team centric retrospective. The following analysis serves to see if gender bias 
exists in headlines by analyzing whether or not the headline contained a mention of a gender and 
when a gender was mentioned if the athlete was referred to be their last name or not, and the 
length of the headline. The analysis is conducted across all headlines and by headline type.  
All Headlines 
Gender Mentioned 
Table 3.1 Genders Mentioned in Headlines 
 Frequency 
Female 106 (24.59%) 
Male 60 (13.92%) 
Both 27 (6.26%) 





 Females were exclusively mentioned in headlines 46 more times, 10.67% more of the 
time, than males and this disparity is statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=9.618, 
p=0.0019.) This measure of analysis would reject my initial hypothesis and suggest that if gender 
bias exists, it may be against the male athlete as females are more likely than males to be 
mentioned in headlines.  
Of the 27 headlines that mentioned both genders, 13 mentioned the female athlete or 
team first and 14 mentioned the male athlete or team first. While one more headline mentioned 
the male athlete first, the disparity was not statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=0.037, 
p=0.8474). This measure of analysis would also work to reject my initial hypothesis, however 
would suggest equity in coverage as opposed to the presence of bias against one gender or 
another as neither the male nor female athlete is likely to be mentioned first more often in 
headlines. 
Length 
Table 3.2 Average Length of Headlines that Mention Gender 






While headlines that referenced women specifically were on average 0.5 words longer 
than those that exclusively mentioned men,  the disparity was not statistically significant at 
p=0.05 (t=1.2255, p=0.2221). This measure would also serve to reject my initial hypothesis and 
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support the idea that there is gender equity in collegiate fencing coverage as a male and female 
specific headlines are not likely to differ in length.  
Name Used  
Table 3.3 Gender Reference in Headlines  
 First Name Last Name Both Names Pronoun Total 
Female 0 (0%) 51 (48.11%) 22 (20.75%) 33 (31.13%) 106 (100%) 
Male 0 (0%) 33 (55%) 11 (18.33%) 16 (26.67%) 60 (100%) 
Both 0 (0%) 12 (44.44%) 4 (14.81%) 11 (40.74%) 27 (100%) 
 
While proportionally males were referred to more often by their last name, 6.89% more 
of the time, the disparity was not statistically significant at p=0.05 (z=-0.8526, p=0.3953). 
Additionally while females were proportionally more likely to be referred to by last and first 
name, 2.42% more of the time, or a pronoun, 4.46% more of the time, the disparity was not 
statistically significant at p=0.05 (last name: z=0.3755, p=0.7039; pronoun: z=0.606, p=0.5419). 
These conclusions also work to reject my initial hypothesis and instead support the notion of 
gender equity in coverage as males or females are not more likely to be referred to in a specific 
manner. 
Gender in Article Headline Attached To 











57 (52.29%) 6 (5.50%) 1 (0.92%) 45 (41.29%) 109 (100%) 
Male Article 5 (15.15%) 20 (60.61%) 1 (3.03%) 7 (21.21%) 33 (100%) 




Thirteen articles had headlines that featured the gender opposite of the principle gender 
discussed in the story: six female articles contained only a male reference in the headline, while 
one referenced both, and five male articles contained only a female reference in the headline, 
while one referenced both. The difference in the references to the opposite gender than 
principally covered in the article in the headline, despite being intriguing, was not statistically 
significant at p=0.05 between the male and female gender (z=-1.8162, p=0.0688). This 
conclusion would reject my initial hypothesis and support the idea of equity in coverage as men 
nor women are more likely to be referenced in the headline of the opposite gender’s coverage. 
 Of the female only articles, 41.29% did not reference a gender in the headline, while of 
the male only articles, 21.21% did not reference a gender in the headline. This discrepancy of 
inclusion of gender in the headline was statistically significant at p=0.05 (z=2.097, p=0.0357). 
This concludes that female articles are less likely to contain a headline that highlights women, 
and work to serve as the first piece of support for my initial hypothesis that gender bias exists 
against the female athlete.  
Athlete Centric vs. Team Centric Headlines 
 Of the 431 headlines, 105 of the headlines were athlete centric and 98 of those mentioned 
a gender, while 326 of the headlines were team centric and 95 referenced a gender. The 







Table 3.5 Genders Mentioned in Athlete Centric vs. Team Centric Headlines 
 Frequency in Athlete 
Centric Headlines 
Frequency in Team 
Centric Headlines 
Total 
Female 60 (57.14%) 46 (14.11%) 106 
Male 24 (22.86%) 36 (11.04%) 60 
Both 14 (13.33%) 13 (3.99%) 27 
None 7 (6.67%) 231(70.86%) 238 
Total 105 (100%) 326 (100%) 431 
  
Of the 105 athlete centric headlines, females were exclusively mentioned in headlines 36 
more times than males and this disparity is statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=15.429, 
p=0.0001).Of the 326 team centric headlines, females were exclusively mentioned in headlines 
10 more times than males, however the disparity is not statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi 
square=1.220, p=0.2695). These conclusions both reject my initial hypothesis and suggest gender 
bias against the male athlete in athlete centric headlines and equity in team centric headlines.  
Of the 14 athlete centric headlines that included a reference to both genders, two more 
mentioned a female athlete first as opposed to a male athlete. Despite the disparity, it was not 
statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=0.286, p=0.5930). Of the 13 team centric headlines 
that referenced both genders, females were mentioned three fewer times first than male athletes. 
Like with the athlete centric headlines despite the presence of a disparity, it was not statistically 
significant at p=0.05 (chi square=0.692, p=0.4054). Both of these conclusions also work to reject 
my initial hypothesis and support the notion of equity in coverage as the data supports that it is 
not more or less likely for a male or female athlete/team to be mentioned first in both athlete and 




Table 3.6 Average Length of Athlete Centric vs. Team Centric Headlines 
 Athlete Centric Team Centric 
Female 8.65 8.72 
Male 8.38 8.06 
Both 9.71 9.08 
None 8.14 9.72 
 
While the average headline length of both athlete and team centric headlines was longer 
when it referenced the female gender only, 0.27 words longer for athlete centric headlines and 
0.66 words longer for team centric headlines, the disparities between genders in both the athlete 
centric and team centric headlines was not statistically significant (athlete: t=0.4156, p=0.6788; 
team: t=1.2488, p=0.2154). This works to reject my initial hypothesis as the data supports that 
athlete and team centric headlines were statistically not likely to be longer than the headline 
featuring the opposite gender.  
Additionally, within both the male and female gender the length of the athlete versus 
team centric headline was not statistically significant at p=0.05 (female: t=0.1448, p=0.8852; 
male: t=0.4559, p=0.6502).   
Name Used  
Table 3.7 Gender References in Athlete Centric Headlines  
 First Name Last Name Both Names Pronoun Total 
Female Only 0 (0%) 36 (60%) 20 (33.33%) 4 (6.67%) 60 (100%) 
Male Only 0 (0%) 14 (58.33%) 10 (41.67%) 0 (0%) 24 (100%) 
Both 0 (0%) 10 (71.43%) 4 (28.57%) 0 (0%) 14 (100%) 




In athlete centric headlines, males were proportionally more often referred to by both 
their last name and first name more often than females, 8.34% more of the time, and females 
were proportionally more likely to be referred to by last name, 1.65% more of the time, or 
pronoun, 6.67% more of the time, than males. Despite the presence of disparities, none were not 
statistically significant at p=0.05 (last name: z=0.1406, p=0.8887; both names: z=-0.7201, 
p=0.4715; pronoun: z=1.2961, p=0.1936). This works to support the idea of equity in coverage 
as in athlete centric headlines male nor female athletes were significantly more likely to be 
referred to by last name, both last name and first name or pronoun.  
Table 3.8 Gender References in Team Centric Headlines  
 First Name Last Name Both Names Pronoun Total 
Female Only 0 (0%) 15 (32.61%) 2 (4.35%) 29 (63.04%) 46 (100%) 
Male Only 0 (0%) 19 (52.78%) 1 (2.78%) 16 (44.44%) 36 (100%) 
Both 0 (0%) 2 (15.38%) 0 (0%) 11 (84.62%) 13 (100%) 
Total 0 36 3 56 95 
 
While proportionally in team centric headlines males were referred to more often 
compared to females by their last name, 20.17% more of the time, and females were 
proportionally more likely to be referred to by both last and first name, 1.57% more of the time, 
and pronoun, 18.6% more of the time, compared to males, the disparities were not statistically 
significant at p=0.05 (last name: z=-1.8398, p=0.0658; both names: z=0.3758, p=0.7039; 
pronoun: z=1.6797, p=0.0930). Like with athlete centric headlines, this works to support the 
notion of equity in coverage as in team centric headlines male nor female teams were 
significantly more likely to be referred to by last name of an athlete, both last and first name of 
an athlete or pronoun.  
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Gender in Article Headline Attached To 












33 (89.19%) 1 (2.70%) 0 (0%) 3 (8.11%) 37 (100%) 
Male Article 5 (25%) 14 (70%) 1 (5%) 0 (0%) 20 (100%) 
Both Article 22 (45.83%) 9 (18.75%) 13 (27.08%) 4 (8.33%) 48 (100%) 
Total 60 24 14 7 105 
 












24 (33.33%) 5 (6.94%) 1 (1.39%) 42 (58.33%) 72 (100%) 
Male Article 0 (0%) 6 (46.15%) 0 (0%) 7 (53.85%) 13 (100%) 
Both Article 22 (9.13%) 25 (10.37%) 12 (4.98%) 182 (75.52%) 241 (100%) 
Total 46 36 13 231 326 
 
In athlete centric headlines, seven were accompanied by articles that featured the 
opposite gender than the one featured in the headline: one female article contained only a male 
reference in the headline, and five male articles contained only a female reference in the 
headline, while one referenced both. In team centric headlines, six were accompanied by articles 
that featured the opposite gender than the one featured in the headline: five female articles 
contained only a male reference in the headline, while one featured both. The difference in the 
references to the opposite gender than principally covered in the article in the headline was both 
intriguing and statistically significant at p=0.05 between the male and female gender for athlete 
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centric headlines (z=-2.6179, p=0.0088). The disparity however was not significant at p=0.05 for 
team centric headlines (z=0.9794, p=0.3271).   
With regards to athlete centric headlines that statistical significance implies that it is more 
likely for a male article to mention a female in the headline, serving to reject my initial 
hypothesis and indicate that if gender bias in collegiate fencing coverage exists, it exists against 
the male athlete. With regards to team centric headlines, the initial hypothesis is also rejected as 
the established statistical significance implies that it is not significantly more likely for a male 
headline to be attached to a female article or a female headline to be attached to a male article. 
This suggests equity in coverage.  
Team Centric Prospective vs. Retrospective Headlines 
 Of the 326 headlines that were team centric, 97 were prospective and 229 were 
retrospective.  The following analysis is specific to the headlines coded as these types.  
Table 3.11 Genders Mentioned in Team Centric Prospective vs. Retrospective Headlines 
 Frequency of Team 
Centric Prospective 
Headlines 




Female 8 (17.40%) 38 (82.61%) 46 (100%) 
Male 5 (13.89%) 31 (86.11%) 36 (100%) 
Both 4 (30.77%) 9 (69.23%) 13 (100%) 
None 80 (34.63%) 151 (65.37%) 231 (100%) 
Total 97 229 326 
  
Of the 97 prospective team centric headlines, females were exclusively mentioned in 
headlines three more times than males, however this disparity was not statistically significant at 
p=0.05 (chi square=0.629, p=0.4054). Of the 229 retrospective team centric headlines, females 
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were exclusively mentioned in headlines seven more times than males, however this disparity 
was also not statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=0.710, p=0.3994). Both of these 
findings support the rejection of the initial hypothesis as they suggest that one gender is not more 
likely than the other to be referenced in prospective or retrospective team centric headlines, 
suggesting gender equity in coverage.  
Of the 13 team centric headlines that included a reference to both genders, two more 
mentioned a male athlete/team than a female athlete/team first when the headline was 
prospective and one more mentioned a male athlete/team than a female athlete/team when the 
headline was retrospective. While a disparity existed in favor of the male athlete/team in both 
headlines, it was not statistically significant at p=0.05 for both types of headlines (prospective 
headlines: chi square=1.000, p=0.3173; retrospective headlines: chi square=0.111, p=0.7389). 
This finding also supports the rejection of the initial hypothesis as the lack of statistical 
significance for both types of headlines suggest that it is not more likely for a male or female to 
be mentioned first in team centric prospective or retrospective headlines that referenced both 
genders.  
Length 
Table 3.12 Average Length of Prospective vs. Retrospective Team Centric Headlines 
 Prospective Retrospective 
Female 8.88 8.68 
Male 8.80 7.94 
Both 8.78 9.75 




While the average headline length of both prospective and retrospective team centric 
headlines was longer when it referenced the female gender only, 0.08 words longer for 
prospective headlines and 0.66 words longer for retrospective headlines, the disparities between 
genders were not statistically significant (prospective: t=0.0433, p=0.9663; retrospective: 
t=1.3737, p=0.1741). This works to reject the initial hypothesis as the lack of statistical 
significance implies that female and male specific team prospective and retrospective headlines 
are not likely to differ in length between one another.  
Additionally, within both the male and female gender the length of team centric 
prospective and retrospective headlines was not statistically significant at p=0.05 despite the 
female and male prospective headlines being longer than the retrospective team centric headlines 
by 0.86 and 0.20 words respectively (female: t=0.2359, p=0.8146; male: t=0.6736, p=0.5051).  
This also works to reject the initial hypothesis as male nor female headlines were statistically 
likely to be longer if they were prospective or retrospective.  
Name Used  
Table 3.13 Gender References in Prospective Team Centric Headlines  
 First Name Last Name Both Names Pronoun Total 
Female Only 0 (0%) 3 (37.50%) 0 (0%) 5 (62.50%) 8 (100%) 
Male Only 0 (0%) 2 (40%) 1 (20%) 2 (40%) 5 (100%) 
Both 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 4 (100%) 4 (100%) 
Total 0 5 1 11 17 
 
While proportionally males were referred to more often by their last name, 2.5% more of 
the time, and both their last name and first name, 20% more of the time, compared to females, 
and females were proportionally more likely to be referred to by a pronoun, 22.50% more of the 
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time, compared to males, the disparities were not statistically significant at p=0.05 (last name: 
z=-0.0901, p=0.9283; both names: z=-1.3166, p=0.1868; pronoun: z=0.7917, p=0.4295). This 
further works to support the rejection of the initial hypothesis as in the prospective team  
headlines males nor females were more likely to be referred to by last name, both first name and 
last name, or pronoun.  
Table 3.14 Gender References in Retrospective Team Centric Headlines  
 First Name Last Name Both Names Pronoun Total 
Female Only 0 (0%) 12 (31.58%) 2 (5.26%) 24 (63.16%) 38 (100%) 
Male Only 0 (0%) 17 (54.84) 0 (0%) 14 (45.16%) 31 (100%) 
Both 0 (0%) 2 (22.22%) 0 (0%) 7 (77.78%) 9 (100%) 
Total 0 31 2 45 78 
 
While proportionally males were referred to more often by their last name, 27.20% more 
of the time, compared to females, and females were proportionally more likely to be referred to 
by both last and first name, 5.26% more of the time, and pronoun, 18.00% more of the time, 
compared to males, the disparities were not statistically significant at p=0.05 (last name: z=-
1.947, p=0.0512; both names: z=1.2963, p=0.1936; pronoun: z=1.4949, p=0.1362). Like with 
prospective team centric headlines the lack of statistical significance works to support the 
rejection of the initial hypothesis and support the notion of equity in coverage. This conclusion is 
so because the lack of statistical significance in retrospective team centric headlines implies that 






Gender in Article Headline Attached To 












7 (43.75%0 2 (12.5%) 0 (0%) 7 (43.75%) 16 (100%) 
Male Article 0 (0%) 1 (33.33%) 0 (0%) 2 (66.67%) 3 (100%) 
Both Article 1 (1.28%) 2 (2.56%) 4 (5.13%) 71 (91.03%) 78 (100%) 
Total 8 5 4 80 97 
 












17 (30.36%) 3 (5.36%) 1 (1.79%) 35 (62.5%) 56 (100%) 
Male Article 0 (0%) 5 (50%) 0 (0%) 5 (50%) 10 (100%) 
Both Article 21 (12.89%) 23 (14.11%) 8 (4.91%) 111 (68.09%) 163 (100%) 
Total 38 31 9 151 229 
 
In team centric prospective headlines, two were accompanied by articles that featured the 
opposite gender than the one featured in the headline and both were attached to articles featuring 
females. In team centric retrospective headlines, four were accompanied by articles that featured 
the opposite gender than the one featured in the headline and all where attached to articles 
featuring females: three articles contained only a male reference in the headline and one 
referenced both. The difference in the references to the opposite gender than principally covered 
in the article in the headline was intriguing however not statistically significant at p=0.05 
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between the male and female gender for both types of team centric headlines (prospective: 
z=0.6474, p=0.5157; retrospective: z=0.872, p=0.3843).  
With regards to both prospective and retrospective team centric headlines, the lack of 
statistical significance works to reject the initial hypothesis as it implies that it is not more likely 
for a male headline to be attached to a female specific article than a female headline to be 
attached to a male specific article. This conclusion works to support the idea of equity in the 
coverage analyzed.  
Articles 
 In examining the articles the gender covered, subject, and number of words devoted to 
the male, female and both genders was examined.  The following results report the findings 
when analyzing these units.  
All Articles 
Genders Covered  
Table 3.17 Gender of Articles  
 Frequency 
Male Only 33 (7.66%) 
Female Only 109 (25.29%) 
Both 289 (67.05%) 
Total 431 (100%) 
 
Of the 431 articles analyzed, 142 specifically covered either the male or female gender 
only. Via this sample, 23.2% of the articles that covered only one gender covered male athletes 
only, while 76.8% covered female athletes only. This is statistically significant at the p=0.05 (chi 
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squared=40.676, p<0.0001). This statistical significance works to reject the initial hypothesis and 
support the idea that if gender bias exists, it exists against the male athlete. This conclusion is 
draw because the statistical significance implies that it is more likely for a gender specific article 
to be about a female than a male.   
Length of Articles 
Table 3.18 Average Number of Words per Article 
 Mean Number of Words 
Male Article 391.79 
Female Article 298.61 
Both Genders Article 323.29 
 
Within these articles the average length of the female article was 93.18 words shorter 
than that of a male article. The disparity however was not statistically significant at p=0.05 
(t=1.8802, p=0.0622). This also works to reject the initial hypothesis and supports the notion of 
equity in coverage as the statistical significance works to imply that a neither male nor female 
specific article is likely to be longer than the other.  
Table 3.19 Average Number of Gender Specific Words per Article 
 Female Only Words Male Only Words Both Words 
Female Article 269.49 7.71 7.84 
Male Article 8.03 348.03 11.00 
Both Genders Article 110.51 98.20 99.56 
 
 Further within the gender specific articles, the text occasionally devoted words to the 
other gender. Male articles contained on average 0.32 more words devoted to the opposite gender 
than female specific articles. Just like with the average word length of the articles, the difference 
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in average number of words was not statistically significant at p=0.05 (t=0.0412, p=0.9672). 
Similarly this also works to reject the initial hypothesis and support the idea of equity in 
coverage as the statistical significance implies that it is not likely for a male nor female athlete to 
devote more or less words to the opposite gender than the other.  
Gender First Mention  
Of the 431 articles analyzed, 289 articles discussed both genders. Within these articles, 
males were mentioned first in nine more stories than females. While men were mentioned more 
often first in the articles that discussed both genders, the disparity was not significant at p=0.05 
(chi square=0.280 p=0.5965). This also works to reject the initial hypothesis as the statistical 
significance implies that in articles that mentioned both genders it was not likely for a male or 
female to be mentioned first more frequently. This supports the notion of equity in coverage.  
Subject 
 In coding the articles, they were classified by subject as college event as opposed to non-
college event, team as opposed to individual and in-season competition as opposed to NCAA 
Championship competition.      
Table 3.20 Subject of Articles 
Article Type Frequency Article Type Frequency Total 
College Event 278 (78.09%) 
Non-College 
Event 
78 (21.92%) 356 (100%) 
Team 26 (34.67%) Individual 49 (65.33%) 75 (100%) 





College vs. Non-College Events 
Number of Articles 









College Event 55 (19.78%) 14 (5.04%) 209 (75.18%) 278 (100%) 
Non-College 
Event 
29 (37.18%) 6 (7.69%) 43 (55.13%) 78 (100%) 
 
Across both types of stories, female athletes received more coverage in articles where 
they were the lone focus; 41 more stories about college events and 23 more stories about non-
college events. The disparity in both subjects was statistically significant at p=0.05 (college 
events: chi square=24.362, p<0.0010; non-college events: chi square=15.114, p=0.0001). This 
statistical significance works to reject the initial hypothesis and support the notion of the 
presence of gender bias against the male athlete/team as gender specific college and non-college 
event stories were both more likely to be about female athletes/teams.  
Length of Articles 
Table 3.22 Average Number of Words College Event vs. Non-College Event Stories 
 College Event Non-College Event 
Female Article 331.45 244.55 
Male Article 324.71 159.50 
Both Genders Article 308.74 325.44 
 
On average the female specific articles contained 6.53 more words when the coverage 
was about a collegiate event and 85.05 more words when the coverage was about a non-
collegiate event compared to male specific articles. The disparity in the number of words in 
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articles that were male as opposed to female specific for collegiate event coverage was not 
statistically significant at p=0.05 (college event: t=0.1405, p=0.8887). However the disparity in 
number of words for non-collegiate event coverage was statistically significant at p=0.05 (non-
college event: t=2.2914, p=0.0285).  
Both the lack of statistical significance in college event coverage and the presence in non-
collegiate event coverage work to reject the initial hypothesis. The lack of statistical significance 
within collegiate event coverage implies that equity in coverage may exist as male and female 
articles are not likely to differ in length. The presence of statistical significance within non-
collegiate event competition however implies that gender bias may exist against the male 
athlete/team as female specific articles were likely to be longer than male specific ones.  
 
Table 3.23 Average Number of Gender Specific Words in College Event vs. Non-College 
Event Stories about Both Genders 
 Female Words Male Words Both Words 
College Event Story 102.75 97.93 92.54 
Non-College Event 
Story 
142.42 94.88 76.21 
 
Within those articles whose subject was either a collegiate event or non-collegiate event, 
252 articles addressed both genders. Within these articles, females were covered with 4.82 more 
words in college event stories and 47.54 more words in non-college event stories. Unlike at the 
whole article level, at the word level the disparities were not statistically significant for collegiate 
event or non-collegiate event coverage at p=0.05 (college events: t=0.3897, p=0.6970; non-
college events: t=1.8047, p=0.0747).  
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However despite the lack of statistical significance, the initial hypothesis is rejected. The 
conclusion works to support the idea that there may be equity in coverage as in articles that 
covered both genders amount word space was not likely to differ between males and females.  
Gender First Mention 
 Of the 278 articles that addressed collegiate competition, 34 more mentioned a female 
athlete or team as opposed to a male athlete or team first. Of the 78 articles that addressed non-
collegiate competition, 26 more mentioned a female athlete or team than a male athlete or team 
first. The discrepancy between the number of female first mentions versus male first mentions 
was statistically significant at p=0.05 for both subjects of articles (collegiate competition: chi 
square=4.158, p=0.0414; non-collegiate competition: chi square=8.667, p=0.0032). 
 The establishment of statistical significance for both collegiate event and non-collegiate 
event articles works to support the rejection of the initial hypothesis and support the idea that 
gender bias may exist against the male athlete /team as the female athlete/team is likely to be 
reference first more often in both types of coverage.  
Team vs. Individual 
Number of Articles  









Team 7 (26.92%) 0 (0%) 19 (73.08%) 26 (100%) 




Across both types of stories, female athletes received more coverage in articles where 
they were the lone focus; seven more team stories and five more individual stories. The disparity 
was statistically significant at p=0.05 for those articles whose subject was team oriented (team: 
chi square=7.000, p=0.0082). However the disparity was not statistically significant at p=0.05 for 
those articles whose subject was individual oriented (individual: chi square=0.806, p=0.2692). 
The lack of statistical significance for individual oriented stories works to support the developing 
idea of equity between males and females in coverage as males nor females are more likely to 
receive a gender specific individual story. The presence of statistical significance for team 
oriented stories supports the rejection of the initial hypothesis and support the notion of gender 
bias against males as it was statistically more likely for team article to be about females than 
males.  
Length of Articles  
Table 3.25 Average Number of Words in Team vs. Individual Stories 
 Team Individual 
Female Article 228.57 312.61 
Male Article 0 571.23 
Both Genders Article 564.53 232.44 
 
On average the female specific articles contained 228.57 more words when the coverage 
was team oriented, as there were no male team oriented articles, and 258.62 fewer words 
compared to male articles when the coverage was individual oriented. While statistical 
significance in word disparity between male and female only articles for team oriented coverage 
cannot be determined because no male specific articles were team oriented, the word disparity 
for individual oriented articles was not statistically significant at p=0.05 (t=1.6000, p=0.1204). 
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The lack of statistical significance works to support the rejection of the initial hypothesis 
and support the notion of equity in coverage as female and male specific articles are not 
statistically likely to significantly differ in length.  
Table 3.26 Average Number of Gender Specific Words in Team vs. Individual Stories 
about Both Genders 
 Female Words Male Words Both Words 
Team Story 150.47 147.74 245.42 
Individual Story 82.22 56.94 83.00 
 
Within those articles that were either team or individual oriented, 37 articles addressed 
both genders. In both types of articles, the coverage for female athletes was quantitatively 
greater: 2.73 more female specific words in team stories about both genders and 25.28 more 
female specific words in individual stories about both genders. However at the word level the 
disparities between male and female devoted coverage in articles that were team and individual 
oriented addressing both genders was not statistically significant at p=0.05 (team: t=0.0270, 
p=0.9786; individual: t=0.7883, p=0.4360). 
The lack of statistical significance however supports the rejection of the initial hypothesis 
and supports the idea of equity in coverage as team and individual stories are not statistically 
likely to devote significantly more word space to one gender over the other.  
Gender First Mention 
 Of the 26 articles that were team oriented, four more mentioned a female athlete or team 
compared to a male athlete or team first. Of the 49 articles that were individual oriented, one 
more mentioned a female compared to a male first. The discrepancy between the number of 
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female first mentions versus male first mentions was not statistically significant at p=0.05 for 
both subjects of articles (team: chi square=0.615, p=0.4328; individual: chi square=0.020, 
p=0.8864). 
 This however supports the rejection of the initial hypothesis and works to further 
establish the notion of equity in coverage as a female nor male is more likely to be referenced 
first more often in both team and individual articles.  
In-Season vs. NCAA Championship Competition 
Number of Articles  









In-Season 38 (18.72%) 11 (5.42%) 154 (75.86%) 203 (100%) 
NCAA 
Championship 
17 (22.67%) 3 (4.00%) 55 (73.33%) 75 (100%) 
Total 55 14 209 278 
 
Across both types of stories, female athletes received more coverage in articles where 
they were the lone focus; 27 more in-season competition stories and 14 more NCAA 
Championship competition stories. The disparity was statistically significant at p=0.05 for both 
in-season competition and NCAA championship competition articles (in-season: chi 
square=14.878, p=0.0001; NCAA championship: chi square=9.800, p=0.0017). 
The statistical significance found within this unit of analysis supports the notion of 
gender bias against the male athlete as in both in-season and NCAA championship competition 
stories the gender specific coverage was more likely to be about a female.  
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Length of Articles  
Table 3.28 Average Number of Words In-Season vs. NCAA Championship Competition 
Stories 
 In-Season NCAA Championship 
Female Article 334.92 323.71 
Male Article 246.09 613.00 
Both Genders Article 269.48 418.67 
 
With regards to articles that were gender specific, females received on average 88.83 
more words when the coverage was about in-season competition than males, but 289.29 fewer 
words when the coverage was about NCAA Championship competition. The word disparity for 
both subjects of articles covering in-season and post season competition was statistically 
significant at p=0.05 (in-season: t=2.2749, p=0.0275; post season: t=2.2042, p=0.0408).  
The statistical significance of article word length establishes that at the word level gender 
bias potentially exists against the male athlete/team in coverage regarding in-season competition 
and in against the female athlete/team in coverage regarding post season competition.  
Table 3.29 Average Number of Gender Specific Words in In-Season vs. NCAA 
Championship Competition Stories about Both Genders 
 Female Words Male Words Both Words 
In-Season Story 93.14 85.45 81.02 
NCAA Championship 
Story 
129.64 132.87 124.78 
   
Within those articles that were either about in-season or NCAA Championship 
competition, 209 articles addressed both genders. Within these articles, females received on 
average 7.69 more words in in-season competition coverage and 3.23 fewer words in NCAA 
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Championship coverage. However these disparities between male and female devoted coverage 
in articles regarding in-season and NCAA Championship competition were not statistically 
significant at p=0.05 (in-season: t=0.6897, p=0.4909; post season: t=0.0407, p=0.9677). 
This statistical significance works to support the notion of equity in coverage as it implies 
that in articles regarding in-season and NCAA Championship competition, neither males nor 
females were more likely to receive a differing amount of word space than the other.  
Gender First Mention 
Of the 203 articles that addressed in-season collegiate competition, 27 more mentioned a 
female athlete or team compared to a male athlete or team first. Of the 75 articles that addressed 
NCAA Championship competition, seven more mentioned a female athlete or compared to a 
male athlete or team first. The discrepancy between the number of female first mentions versus 
male first mentions was not statistically significant at p=0.05 for articles covering both genders 
regarding in-season competition, but was for articles regarding NCAA Championship 
competition (in-season collegiate competition: chi square=3.591, p=0.0581; post season 
collegiate competition: chi square=8.667, p=0.0032). 
The lack of statistical significance for in-season competition suggests that equity in 
coverage may exist as females nor males are more likely to be referenced first in in-season 
competition coverage. The presence of statistical significance for NCAA Championship 
competition suggests bias against the male athlete as it is more likely in such stories for a female 





 In analyzing the photos contained within the coverage, four variables were measured: 
what gender was portrayed in the photo, if the photo depicted action or not, if the photo depicted 
the individual wearing fencing gear or not, and whether the photo was staged or not. The 
following analysis assesses gender equity of all the photos analyzed.     
All Photos 
Gender Portrayed in Photo 
Of the 431 articles analyzed, 408 contained photos and 23 did not.   
Table 3.30 Genders Depicted in Photos 
Gender of Photo Frequency 
Male 144 (36.36%) 
Female 209 (52.78%) 
Both 43 (10.86%) 
Total 396 (100%) 
 
 Of the 353 photos that depicted one gender, 65 more depicted a female than a male. This 
disparity was statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=11.969, p=0.0005). The statistical 
significance works to support the notion of gender bias against males as it is more likely for a 






Action vs No Action Photos 
 Of the 396 articles containing photos, 230 depicted action and 166 depicted no action. 
Table 3.31 Articles Containing Action vs. No Action Photos by Gender 
 Action No Action Total 
Male 90 (62.50%) 54 (37.50%) 144 (100%) 
Female 132 (63.16%) 77 (36.84%) 209 (100%) 
Both 8 (18.60%) 35 (81.40%) 43 (100%) 
Total 230 166 396 
 
 Of the 353 photos that depicted only a male or female athlete, females were depicted in 
action 0.66% more of the time while males were depicted not in action 0.66% more of the time. 
Despite disparities existing across both types of photos, neither are statistically significant at 
p=0.05 (action: z=-0.1257, p=0.8966; no action: z=0.1257, p=0.8966).   
 The lack of statistical significance supports the idea of equity in coverage as it is not 
likely for either a male or female to be depicted in action of not in action more often than the 
opposing gender.  
Of the 222 photos that depicted one gender of athlete in action, 42 more depicted a 
female than a male. Of the 133 photos that depicted one gender of athlete not in action, 23 more 
depicted a female than a male. Both of these disparities are statistically at p=0.05 (action: chi 
square=7.946, p=0.0048; in-action: chi square= 4.038, p=0.0445) 
The statistical significance supports the potential presence of gender bias against the male 
athlete as if the photo depicted action or no action, the athlete depicted was more likely to be a 
female than a male.   
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Fencing Gear vs. No Fencing Gear Photos 
  Of the 396 articles containing photos, 289 depicted athletes in fencing gear and 107 
depicted athletes in clothing other than fencing gear.  






Male 105 (72.92%) 39 (27.08%) 144 (100%) 
Female 162 (77.51%) 47 (22.49%) 209 (100%) 
Both 22 (51.16%) 21 (48.84%) 43 (100%) 
Total 289 107 396 
 
Of the 353 photos that depicted a only a male or female athlete, women were depicted 
4.59% more of the time in fencing gear, while men were depicted in clothing other than fencing 
gear 4.59% more of the time. Despite the disparities, neither are statistically significant at p=0.05 
(fencing gear: z=-0.9884, p=0.3222; non-fencing gear: z=0.9884, p=0.3222).  The lack of 
statistical significance supports the idea of equity in coverage as it is not likely for either a male 
or female to be depicted in fencing gear or not in fencing gear more often than the opposite 
gender.  
Of the 267 photos that depicted either a male or female athlete in fencing gear, 57 more 
depicted a female than a male. This disparity was statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi 
square=12.169, p=0.0005). The presence of statistical significance supports the potential 
presence of gender bias against the male athlete as if the photo depicted an athlete in fencing 
gear it was more likely for the athlete to be female.   
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Of the 86 photos that depicted either a male of female athlete in non-fencing gear, 
54.65% depicted a female and 45.35% depicted a male. Unlike when the photo depicted an 
athlete in fencing gear, the disparity in pictures showing male vs female athletes in non-fencing 
gear was not statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=0.744, p=0.3883). The lack of 
statistical significance supports the potential presence of equity in coverage as if the photo 
depicted an athlete in non-fencing gear it was not more likely for the athlete to be male or 
female.  
Staged vs. Natural Photos 
Table 3.33 Articles Containing Staged vs. Natural Photos by Gender 
 Staged Natural Total 
Male 79 (54.86%) 65 (45.14%0 144 (100%) 
Female 89 (42.58%) 120 (57.42%) 209 (100%) 
Both 36 (83.72%) 7 (16.28%) 43 (100%) 
Total 204 192 396 
 
Of the 353 photos that depicted a only a male or female athlete, males were staged 
12.28% more of the time while females were depicted naturally 12.28% more of the time. These 
disparities were statistically significant for both types of photos at p=0.05 (staged: z=2.2699, 
p=0.0232; natural. z=-2.2699, p=0.0232). The presence of statistical significance works to reject 
the initial hypothesis and support the idea that gender bias may exist in the coverage against the 
male athlete as it is statistically likely for females to be depicted naturally and males staged more 
often.  
Of the 185 photos that depicted the either male or female athletes in staged poses, 10 
more depicted a female than a male. However despite a disparity between the genders existing, it 
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was not statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=0.595, p=0.4404). The lack of statistical 
significance supports the potential presence of gender equity in coverage as it is not more likely 
for a staged photo to depict a male or female athlete.  
Of the 185 photos that depicted either male or female athletes in natural poses, 64.86% 
depicted a female and 35.14% depicted a male. This difference was statistically significant at 
p=0.05 (chi square=16.351, p=0.0001). This statistical significance supports the potential 
presence of gender bias against the male athletes as if the photo depicted the athlete naturally, the 
athlete was significantly more likely to be a female.  
Quotes 
All Quotes 
Table 3.34 Frequency of Articles Containing Quotes 
 Quote No Quote Total 
Male 6 (18.18%) 27 (81.82%) 33 (100%) 
Female 35 (32.11%) 74 (67.89%) 109 (100%) 
Both 41 (14.19%) 248 (85.81%) 289 (100%) 
Total 82 (19.03%) 349 (80.97%) 431 (100%) 
 
Of the 431 articles analyzed, 82 contained quotes. Among the female specific articles, 
32.11% contained quotes while only 18.18% of the male articles contained quotes. Despite 
female specific articles containing quotes in a greater proportion of articles, the disparity is not 
statistically significant at p=0.05 (z=-1.5469, p=0.1211). The presence of statistical significance 
supports the notion of bias against the male athlete in coverage as proportionally female specific 
articles were more likely to contain quotes than male specific articles.  
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Of those 82 articles containing quotes, 50% of the articles provided coverage for a 
specific gender. Of the 41 articles containing coverage of a specific gender and quoted materials, 
70.74% more of the articles were female specific than male specific. This disparity however is 
statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=20.512, p<0.0001). The presence of statistical 
significance supports the notion of bias against the male athlete in coverage as if the article was 
gender specific and contained quoted material it was significantly more likely to be about a 
female athlete/team than a male athlete/team.  
Number of Quotes 
Table 3.35 Average Number of Quotes by Article Type 





 Among the 82 articles that contained quotes, the number of quotes the article contained 
ranged from one to 25. On average the female specific article contained 1.03 fewer quotes than 
the male specific article. However despite the disparity being more than one quote, it is not 
statistically significant at p=0.05 (t=1.903, p=0.0591).  This statistical significance supports the 
notion of gender equity in coverage as a male or female specific article is not significantly more 






Gender of Quoted 
Table 3.36 Gender of Quoted Across All Articles 
 Number of Articles 
Male Quoted 34 (7.89%) 
Female Quoted 36 (8.35%) 
Both Quoted 12 (2.78%) 
None Quoted 349 (80.97%) 
Total 431 (100%) 
 
 Of the 82 articles that contained quotes, 70 contained quotes from either a male or a 
female. Of these 70, two more were from females than males. While females were quoted 2.86% 
more of the time, the disparity was not statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=0.057, 
p=0.8110). This lack of statistical significance supports the notion of equity in coverage as a 
male nor female were likely to be quoted more or less often than the opposing gender.  
Table 3.37 Gender of Quotes by Article Type 
 Male Quoted Female Quoted Both Quoted None 
Quoted 
Total 
Male Article 5 (15.15%) 0 (%) 1 (3.03%) 27 (81.82%) 33 (100%) 













 When you examine the quotes by what type of gender coverage the article featured, 0% 
of male articles quoted females, while 11.01% of female articles quoted males. This disparity is 
statistically significant at p=0.05 (z=-1.9921, p=0.0466). This works to potentially confirm the 
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initial hypothesis and support the idea of gender bias against females as the female specific 
article is significantly more likely to contain quotes from the opposite gender than male specific 
articles.  
 In examining gender specific articles that contained female quotes, of which there were 
18, 100% of the quotes were given by females and included in female specific articles. This 
disparity is statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=18.000, p<0.0001). This further works 
to support the notion of gender bias against females as they are significantly less likely to be 
quoted in male specific than female specific articles.  
 In examining gender specific articles that contained male quotes, of which there were 17, 
seven more quotes given by males were included in female specific articles than male specific 
articles. This disparity however is not statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=2.882, 
p=0.0896).  
Position of Quoted 
Table 3.38 Position and Gender of Quoted Across All Articles 
















Staff Quoted 33 (52.38%) 26 (41.27%) 4 (6.35%) 0 (0%) 63 (100%) 
Athlete 
Quoted 
3 (27.27%) 6 (54.55%) 2 (18.18%) 0 (0%) 11 (100%) 
Both Quoted 0 (0%) 2 (25%) 6 (75%) 0 (0%) 8 (100%) 
None Quoted 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 349 (100%) 349 
(100%) 




Among the 82 articles that contained quotes, 76.83% contained quotes from staff 
members, 13.42% contained quotes from athletes and 9.77% contained quotes from both staff 
members and athletes.  
 With regards to articles that contained staff only, athlete only and both staff and athlete 
quotes, it was not statistically significant at p=0.05 for one gender to be quoted more than the 
other (staff: chi square=0.831, p=0.3621; athlete: chi square=1.000, p=0.3173; both: chi 
square=2.000, p=0.1573).  This lack of statistical significance works to support the notion of 
equity in coverage as neither male nor female staff members, athletes and both staff members 
and athletes were more or less likely to be quoted in articles than the opposite gender.  
 In looking at female specific articles containing quotes compared to male articles 
containing quotes it was not statistically significant at p=0.05 for one to contain more quotes 
from one position than the other (staff: z=1.746, p=0.0801; athlete: z=-1.1635, p=0.2460; both: 
z=-1.4765, p=0.1389). This woks to support the notion of equity in coverage as gender specific 
articles are not proportionately more likely than articles specific to the opposite gender to include 
a quote from a staff member, athlete or both a staff member and an athlete.  
Table 3.39 Gender of Staff Position Quotes by Article Type 
 Male Quoted Female 
Quoted 
Both Quoted None Quoted Total 
Male Article 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 33 (100%) 33 
(100%) 




14 (4.84%) 17 (5.88%) 0 (0%) 258 (89.27%) 289 
(100%) 




 In examining the 63 articles that contained staff quotes, 0% of the articles were male 
specific, while 50.79% were female specific and 49.21% covered both genders.  
Amongst all staff quotes it was statistically significant for females to be quoted more 
often in female specific articles than male specific articles at p=0.05 (z=-2.3365, p=0.0193). This 
works to support the initial hypothesis and notion of gender bias in coverage against the female 
athlete as female staff members are more likely to be quoted in female specific articles than male 
specific articles. 
 This cannot be determined within male articles as they contained no staff or athlete 
specific quotes.  
Table 3.40 Gender of Athlete Position Quotes by Article Type 







Male Article 3 (9.09%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 30 (90.91%) 33 (100%) 
Female Article 0 (0%) 2 (1.83%) 0 (0%) 107 (98.17%) 109 (100%) 
Both Genders 
Article 
3 (1.04%) 1 (0.35%) 2 (0.69%) 283 (7.92%) 289 (100%) 
Total 6 (1.39%) 3 (0.70%) 2 (0.46%) 420 (97.45%) 431`(100%) 
 
In examining the 11 articles that contained athlete quotes, 27.27% of the articles were 
male specific, while 18.18% were female specific and 54.55% covered both genders.  
 In male specific articles and female specific articles it was not statistically significant for 
a male or female athlete to be quoted in more articles that the other (male specific: chi 
square=3.000, p=0.0833; female specific: chi square=2.000, p=0.1573). This lack of statistical 
significance works to support the notion that equity in coverage may exist as both male and 
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female specific articles , male nor female athlete quotes were more or less likely to be included 
than a quote from the opposite gender.  
 Likewise amongst all male athlete quotes it was statistically significant that male athletes 
were quoted more often in male specific than female specific articles at p=0.05 (z=-2.000, 
p=0.0455). However it was not statistically significant for male or female athletes to be quoted 
more often that the other in female specific articles (z=-1.7321, p=0.0836).  The combination of 
these two findings work to support the notion of gender bias against the female athlete in 
coverage as male specific articles are more likely to contain male athlete quotes while it is not 
significantly likely for female specific articles to contain female athlete quotes more often.  
Table 3.41 Gender of Staff and Athlete Position Quotes by Article Type 
 Male Quoted Female 
Quoted 
Both Quoted None Quoted  
Male Article 2 (6.06%) 0 (0%) 1 (3.03%) 30 (90.91%) 33 
(100%) 




0 (0%) 0 (0%) 4 (1.38%) 285 (98.62%) 289 
(100%) 
Total 2 (0.46%) 0 (0%) 6 (1.39%) 423 (98.14%) 431 
(100%) 
  
In examining the eight articles that contained athlete and staff quotes, 37.5% of the 
articles were male specific, while 12.5% were female specific and 50% covered both genders.  
 In male specific articles it was not statistically significant for a male or female staff 
member and athlete to be quoted in more articles that the other (male specific: chi square=2.000, 
p=0.1573). This works to support the notion of equity in coverage as male articles were not 
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significantly more likely to contain male quotes from both positions than female quotes from 
both positions.  
Statistical significance for female specific articles and articles covering both genders 
cannot be established since neither contained quotes from both positions.  
 Likewise amongst all male staff  and athlete quotes it was not statistically significant that 
males were quoted more often in male specific than female specific articles at p=0.05 (z=1.1547, 
p=0.2501).  This also works to support the notion of equity in coverage as males were not more 
or less likely to be quoted in male or female specific articles than females.   
Statistical significance for female quotes and quotes from both genders cannot be 
established since neither contained quotes from both positions.  
Gender Quotes About 
Table 3.42 Frequency of Articles the Contain Quotes Referencing a Gender 
 Frequency 
Male 12 (2.78%) 
Female 34 (9.66%) 
Both 33 (7.66%) 
None 352 (81.67%) 
Total 431 (100%) 
 
 Of the 82 articles that contained quotes, 81 had quotes which referenced one gender. Of 
these articles, 22 more contained quotes which referenced females as opposed to males. It was 
statistically significant amongst articles which included quotes that reference one gender that the 
quote was more likely to reference a female than a male at p=0.05 (chi square=10.522, 
p=0.0012).   
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 This works to reject the initial hypothesis and support the potential presence of gender 
bias against the male athlete/team as articles are more likely to contain quotes that specifically 
address females than males.  
Table 3.43 Frequency of Quotes that Reference Gender by Article Type 
 Male Article Female Article Both Article Total 
Male 6 (50%) 0 (0%) 6 (50%) 12 (100%) 
Female 0 (0%) 27 (79.41%) 7 (20.59%) 34 (100%) 
Both 0 (0%) 8 (24.24%) 25 (75.76%) 33 (100%) 
None 27 (7.67%) 74 (21.02%) 251 (71.31%) 352 (100%) 
Total 33 (7.66%) 109 (25.29%) 289 (67.05%) 431 (100%) 
 
 It is statistically significant at p=0.05 for males to be referenced more in quotes in male 
specific articles than female specific articles and females to be reference more in quotes in 
female specific articles than male specific articles (male: z=6.4031, p=0.0000; female: z=-
3.6817, p=0.0002). However it was not statistically significant for a male or female article to 
reference both genders in quotes more often than the other (z=-1.3053, p=0.1902).  
 These three findings work to further establish the idea that equity in coverage may exist 
as gender specific articles are more likely to contain quotes referencing the gender the article is 
specific to. Further both male and female specific articles are not more or less likely to include 
quotes which reference both genders than a story about the opposite gender.  
 In articles that addressed both genders it was not statistically significant for one gender to 
be referenced specifically in a quote more than the other (chi square=0.077, p=0.7815). This also 
works to support the notion of equity in coverage as articles covering both genders are not more 





Table 3.44 Gender of Current Athlete Mentions 
 Frequency 
Male 114 (19.72%) 
Female 232 (40.14%) 
Both 232 (40.14%) 
Total 578 (100%) 
 
 Of the 431 articles included in the sample, each one had the opportunity to mention a 
current athlete, athlete alum or athlete not affiliated with the school, totaling 1,293 potential 
mentions. Of those potential mentions, 44.70% were made. Of the mentions made, 346 
mentioned either a female or male solely, with 118 more articles mentioning a female athlete 
than a male athlete. This disparity is statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=40.243, 
p=0.0001). This statistical significance works to support the potential presence of gender bias 
against the male athlete as articles are more likely to mention female athletes than male athletes.  
Current Athlete 
Table 3.45 Gender of Current Athlete Mentions 
 Frequency 
Male 48 (13.26%) 
Female 128 (35.36%) 
Both 186 (51.38%) 




Of the 431 articles included in the sample, 362 mentioned current athletes. Of the 362 
articles that mentioned current athletes, 176 mentioned only male or female athletes, and 80 
more mentioned female than male current athletes. This disparity in reference to a specific 
gender of current athletes is statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=36.364, p=0.0001).    
This statistical significance works to support the potential presence of gender bias against 
the male athlete as articles are more likely to mention current female athletes than current male 
athletes. 
Athlete Alumni 
Table 3.46 Gender of Athlete Alumni Mentions 
 Frequency 
Male 19 (26.39%) 
Female 37 (51.39%) 
Both 16 (22.22%) 
Total 72 (100%) 
 
Of the 431 articles included in the sample, 72 mentioned athlete alumni. Of the 72 
articles that mentioned athlete alumni, 56 mentioned only male or female athletes and 18 more 
mentioned female athlete alumni than male athlete alumni. This disparity in reference to a 
specific gender of current athletes is statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=5.786, 
p=0.0162).    
This statistical significance works to support the potential presence of gender bias against 




Non-School Affiliated Athlete 
Table 3.47 Gender of Non-Affiliated Athlete Mentions 
 Frequency 
Male 47 (32.64%) 
Female 67 (46.53%) 
Both 30 (20.83%) 
Total 144 (100%) 
 
Of the 431 articles included in the sample, 144 mentioned athletes not affiliated with the 
school the article was published by. Of the 144 articles that mentioned athletes not affiliated with 
the school the article was published by, 114 mentioned only male or female athletes and 20 more 
mentioned females than males. This disparity in reference to a specific gender of current athletes 
however is not statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=3.509, p=0.0610).    
This lack of statistical significance works to support the potential presence of equity in 
coverage as articles are not more or less likely to mention a female non-affiliated athlete than 
male non-affiliated athlete.  
Additional Media 
Table 3.48 Presence of Additional Media 
 Number of Articles 
with Additional Media 




Male 8 (24.24%) 25 (75.76%) 33 
Female 41 (37.61%) 68 (62.39%) 109 
Both 120 (41.52%) 169 (58.48%) 289 




Of those articles that included additional media, 49 provided coverage of a specific 
gender: 83.67% of females and 16.33% males. The large disparity in proportions of articles 
containing additional media being devoted to female or male only coverage is statistically 
significant at p=0.05 (chi square=22.224, p=0.0001).  On the reverse side, of the articles that did 
not include additional media, 93 provided coverage of a specific gender: 73.12% of females and 
26.88% of males. This disparity was also statistically significant at p=0.05 (chi square=19.882, 
p=0.0001). These two findings work to support the potential presence of gender bias against the 
male athlete as female specific articles are more likely to contain additional media than male 
specific articles, and male specific articles are more likely to not contain additional media than 
female specific articles.   
 The following chapter serves as a discussion of these findings and their support for or 
against my initial hypothesis that the analyzed coverage would exhibit bias against females in all 




Chapter 4: Discussion and Conclusion 
Discussion 
Table 4.1 Headline Results  
Measures Indicating Gender Equity 
Measures Indicating Gender 
Bias Against Males 
Measures Indicating Gender Bias 
Against Females 
Length of Headlines (All) Mentioning 
Males and Females 
Mentions of Genders in 
Headlines (All) 
Males are More Likely to be 
Referenced in Headlines of Male 
Specific Articles than Females in 
Headlines of Female Specific 
Articles (All) 
Order of Mention in Headlines (All) 
Females More Likely to be 
Referenced in Athlete 
Centric Headlines 
 
Name Used to Reference Gender in 
Headlines (All) 
Male Articles More Likely 
to Include a Female Athlete 
Headline than Female 
Articles a Male Athlete 
Headline 
 
Reference of Gender in Headline (All) 
Attached to Opposite Gender Article 
  
Mentions of Genders in Team Centric 
Headlines 
  
Order of Mention in Athlete and Team 
Centric Headlines  
  
Length of Female and Male Team 
Centric Headlines 
  
Named Used to Reference Gender in 
Athlete and Team Centric Headlines 
  
Reference of Gender in Team Centric 
Headline Attached to Opposite Gender 
Article 
  
Mentions of Genders in Prospective and 
Retrospective Team Headlines 
  
Order of Mention in Prospective and 
Retrospective Team Centric Headlines 
  
Length of Prospective and 
Retrospective Team Centric Headlines 
  
Reference of Gender in Prospective and 
Retrospective Team Centric Headlines 
  
Reference of Gender in Prospective and 
Retrospective Headline Attached to 





 In examining gender equity at the headline level, of the 18 comparisons made, 14 worked 
to support that notion that equity in coverage existed as male nor female headlines were more or 
less likely to contain the trait. Three traits measured however indicated that gender bias existed 
however unlike as hypothesized, existed against the male athlete as the female headline was 
more likely to possess the trait. These three traits included females being more likely to be 
exclusively mentioned in all headlines, females being more likely to be exclusively mentioned in 
athlete centric headlines and female articles being less likely to be accompanied by a male 
headline, than a male article a female headline. One finding however worked to support the 
initial hypothesis as across all headlines males are more likely to be referenced in headlines of 
male specific articles than females in headlines of female specific articles.  
 With these findings considered the analysis of headlines supports equity in collegiate 
fencing media if not slight bias against the male athlete. The slight bias against the male athlete 











Table 4.2 Article Results 
Measures Indicating Gender Equity 
Measures Indicating Gender 
Bias Against Males 
Measures Indicating Gender Bias 
Against Females 
Length of Gender Specific Articles 
(All) 
Female Specific Articles 
More likely than Male 
Specific Articles 
Male Specific NCAA 
Championship Articles are More 
Likely to be Longer than Female 
Specific Articles 
Number of Opposite Gender Words 
Included in Gender Specific Articles 
(All) 
Female Specific College and 
Non-College Event Stories 
More Likely than Male 
Specific Stories 
 
Length of Gender Specific Collegiate 
Event Stories 
Female Specific Non-
College Event Stories 
Longer than Male Specific 
Stories 
 
Number of Opposite Gender Words 
Included in Gender Specific Collegiate 
and Non-Collegiate Event Stories 
Females More Likely to be 
Referenced First in 
Collegiate and Non-
Collegiate Event Stories 
about Both Genders 
 
Frequency of Gender Specific 
Individual Stories 
Female Specific Team 
Articles More Likely than 
Male Specific Articles 
 
Length of Gender Specific Individual 
Stories 
Female Specific In-Season 
and NCAA Championship 
Competition Articles More 
Likely than Male Specific 
Articles 
 
Number of Opposite Gender Words 
Included in Gender Specific Team and 
Individual Stories 
Female Specific In-Season 
Competition Articles are 
More Likely to be Longer 
 
Order of Mention in Team and 
Individual Stories that Mention Both 
Genders 
Females More Likely to be 
Referenced First in NCAA 
Championship Competition 
Articles about Both Genders 
 
Number of Male and Female Words in 
In-Season and NCAA Championship 
Competition Articles about Both 
Genders 
  
Order of Mention in In-Season 






Of the 19 measures at the article level, 10 supported the idea of equity in collegiate 
fencing coverage, 8 supported the existence of gender bias against the male athlete and one 
supported the existence of gender bias against the female athlete.  
 The lone source of potential bias against the female athlete at the article level is that male 
specific NCAA Championship articles are more likely to be longer than female specific NCAA 
Championship articles. However despite this one potential support for the initial hypothesis, the 
articles generally point to gender equity in coverage if not bias against the male athlete 
specifically in frequency of gender specific articles, length of gender specific articles and order 
of reference in articles about both genders.  
 Overall, articles tend to indicate an equity in coverage.  
Table 4.3 Photo Results 
Measures Indicating Gender Equity 
Measures Indicating Gender 
Bias Against Males 
Measures Indicating Gender Bias 
Against Females 
Likelihood of a Male or Female Photo 
to Depiction Action and No Action 
Females More Likely to be 
Depicted in Photos than 
Males 
 
Likelihood of a Male or Female Photo 
to Depiction the Athlete in Fencing 
Gear or Non-Fencing Gear 
Action and No Action 
Photos are More Likely to 
Depict a Female than Male 
Athlete 
 
Genders depicted in Non-Fencing Gear 
Photos  
Fencing Gear Photos are 





Depicted More Often in 








Natural Photos are More 
Likely to Depict Female 





 Of the nine findings regarding articles the photos within articles, three results supported 
the notion of equity in coverage, while six supported the notion of gender bias against the male 
athlete. In analyzing photos they were one of only three elements of coverage that provided no 
reason to conclude that gender bias exists against the female athlete.  
 With regards to the photo equity was most visible in likelihood of male and female 
photos to depict action, no action, athletes in fencing gear and athletes not in fencing gear, and in 
the likelihood of a male or female to appear no more frequently than the other in photos where 
the athlete was in fencing gear. 
 Bias against the male athlete was most readily visible in that overall photos are more 
likely to depict females than males, action and no action photos are more likely to depict 
females, fencing gear photos are more likely to depict females, natural photos are more likely to 
depict females and within all photos that featured females, females are proportionately more 
likely to be show in fencing gear and natural stances.  
 In addressing the photo element as a whole, the analysis supports the presence of gender 












Table 4.4 Quote Results 
Measures Indicating Gender Equity 
Measures Indicating Gender 
Bias Against Males 
Measures Indicating Gender Bias 
Against Females 
Frequency of Gender Specific Articles 
Containing Quotes 
Female Articles 
Proportionately More Likely 
to Contain Quotes than Male 
Articles  
Female Articles are More Likely 
to Contain Quotes from Males 
than Male Articles are to Contain 
Quotes from Females 
Frequency of Quoted Males and 
Females 
If an Article was Gender 
Specific and Contained a 
Quote it was More Likely to 
be About a Female 
Female Articles are More Likely 
to Contain Female Quotes than 
Male Articles are to Contain 
Female Quotes 
Frequency of Gender Specific Coverage 
Containing Male Quotes 
Articles are More Likely to 
Contain Quotes about 
Females Than Males 
Female Specific Articles are More 
Likely to Contain Female Staff 
Member Quotes than Male 
Articles 
Frequency of Articles Containing Male 
and Female Staff Quotes 
 
Male Athlete Quotes are More 
Likely to Appear in Male Specific 
Coverage while Female and Male 
Athlete Quotes are Equally Likely 
to Appear in Female Articles  
Gender Specific Coverage Proportions 
of Staff, Athlete and Staff and Athlete 
Quotes 
  
Frequency of Articles Containing Male 
and Female Athlete Quotes 
  
Male and Female Articles are More 
Likely to Contain Quotes About the 
Gender of the Coverage, While Articles 
About Both Genders are not Likely to 
Contain a Differing Amount of Quotes 
About Males or Females  
  
 
 Of the 14 conclusions established from analyzing the quotes contained within the articles, 
seven supported the notion of equity in coverage, supported the notion of gender bias against the 
male athlete and four supported the notion of gender bias against the female athlete.  
 Within the quotes equity between the two genders was most visible in the frequency of 
gender specific articles containing quotes and frequency of males and females quoted. The 
quoted material exhibited bias against the male athlete most visibly in that all articles and articles 
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containing gender specific coverage, if a quote was included, the quote was more likely to be 
about a female. Gender bias was most visibly exhibited in quoted material against the female 
athlete in that quotes from males were included more often in female specific articles, than 
quotes from females in male specific articles.  
 With all of these findings considered quoted material supports three conclusions. The 
inclusion of quotes in gender specific articles supports equity, the gender referenced in the quote 
supports gender bias against the male athlete and the gender quoted supports gender bias against 
females.   
Table 4.5 Athlete Mention Results 
Measures Indicating Gender Equity 
Measures Indicating Gender 
Bias Against Males 
Measures Indicating Gender Bias 
Against Females 
Frequency Articles Mentioning Male 
and Female Non-Affiliated Athletes 
Articles are More Likely to 
Reference Female Athletes 
(All) Than Male Athletes  
 
 
Articles are More Likely to 
Reference Female Current 




Articles are More Likely to 
Reference Female Alum 




 In considering athlete mentions, none of the four conclusions reached support the 
presence of gender bias against the female athlete, while three support the presence of gender 
bias against the male athlete and one supports the notion of gender equity in coverage.  
 Equity was visible in that male nor female athletes not affiliated with the school were 
likely to be mentioned more often. Gender bias against the male athlete was most visible in that 
when considering mentions of all athletes, female athletes were more likely to be referenced than 
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males. Further both current and alum athletes that were female were also more likely to be 
referenced than males. 
 With all four factors considered, the element of athlete mentions most readily supports 
the presence of gender bias against the male athlete, especially since all types of female athletes 
are more likely to be mentioned than male athletes.  
Table 4.6 Additional Media Results  
Measures Indicating Gender Equity 
Measures Indicating Gender 
Bias Against Males 
Measures Indicating Gender Bias 
Against Females 
 
Female Specific Articles are 




Male Specific Articles are 
More Likely to Not Contain 
Additional Media  
 
 
 In examining the presence of additional media both conclusions supported the presence 
of gender bias against the male athlete as female specific articles were more likely to contain 
additional media, and male specific articles were more likely not to contain additional media. 
Conclusion 
 Of the six elements of coverage identified, two supported the notion of equity in 
coverage, three supported the notion of gender bias against the male athlete and one element, 
depending on the characteristic analyzed, was equally able to support equity and bias against 
both genders. 
 With these conclusions in mind the initial hypothesis that the coverage would exhibit 
gender bias against the female athlete is rejected. Instead the findings of the study conclude that 
collegiate fencing coverage is in a state of equity with regards to representation of gender, with 
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gender equity against the male athlete prevalent in aspects of coverage including photos, athlete 
mentions and the presence of additional media.  
The significance of this finding is brought into focus when considered in context with the 
theories presented in the literature review. Per Metheny’s allocation of sports to gender 
appropriate and inappropriate and subsequent studies that concluded how the classification 
affected coverage equity, the initial hypothesis should have been confirmed. This is so as both 
Metheny and numerous studies have concluded that fencing coverage should be biased against 
females as the sport is gender inappropriate, and females participating in gender inappropriate 
sports traditionally receive unequal, biased coverage as compared to their male counterparts. The 
results of this study however concluded a different truth; the coverage was unbiased or biased 
against males, and due to this conclusion future research should be conducted to determine the 
significance of these findings.   
Limitations of Study 
 In considering the gravity of these results it is important to acknowledge that this study 
had limitations. The study only included coverage from six programs, which is only 15% of the 
population of fencing teams. Additionally since the sample was small, it was very purposive and 
was not random in nature.  Moreover in examining the sample, while it was representative of the 
landscape of all teams, and the total number of male and female athletes across the three seasons 
was near 50-50, the sample did include a women’s only program. By including such a sample the 




 This study also chose to use the word as the unit of measurement. This limited the study 
when examining sentences that addressed both genders, as while parts spoke to females and parts 
spoke to males, all words were attributed to both genders while in reality one gender may have 
been discussed more than the other.  
Future Research   
In moving forward, future research could be conducted into this topic by analyzing a 
larger sample of collegiate fencing teams in a more recent season to see if the trends found in this 
study hold true in others.  
Additionally researchers could examine other sports of similar nature to fencing that are 
gender-inappropriate for females to compete in to see if the trends established here are applicable 
























Gymnastics Body Building 
Horseback Riding (Jumping/Showing) Crew 
Racquetball Curling 
Skating (Figure) Fencing 
Skating (Speed) Field (Javelin) 
Skiing (Downhill Judo 
Skiing (Water) Pool (Shooting) 
Surfing Racing (Car/Drag) 
Swimming Racing (Dogsled) 
Synchronized Swimming Racing (Horse) 
Tennis Racing (Speedboat) 
Track (Running) Rifle Shooting 
Volleyball Roller Derby 
 Softball 
 Stone Throwing 
 Weightlifting 
 Wrestling 
  Sources: 
1. Kane, Mary J. "Media Coverage of the Female Athlete Before, During, and After Title IX: Sports Illustrated Revisited." 





Table A.2: Roster Sizes 2010-2013 
School Men Women %Men %Women Total 
UNC-CH 2010-20111 19 21 48% 53% 40 
Stanford 2010-20112 16 8 67% 33% 24 
Temple 2010-20113 0 17 0% 100% 17 
Princeton 2010-20114,5 19 18 51% 49% 37 
Notre Dame 2010-20116 33 24 58% 42% 57 
Boston College 2010-20117,8 16 16 50% 50% 32 
UNC-CH 2011-20129 24 23 51% 49% 47 
Stanford 2011-201210 17 9 65% 35% 26 
Temple 2011-201211 0 15 0% 100% 15 
Princeton 2011-201212,13 19 19 50% 50% 38 
Notre Dame 2011-201214 26 23 53% 47% 49 
Boston College 2011-201215,16 15 13 54% 46% 28 
UNC-CH 2012-201317 27 23 54% 46% 50 
Stanford 2012-201318 16 10 62% 38% 26 
Temple 2012-201319 0 15 0% 100% 15 
Princeton 2012-201320,21 16 19 46% 54% 35 
Notre Dame 2012-201322 24 22 52% 48% 46 
Boston College 2012-201323,24 14 11 56% 44% 25 
Sources: 
1. UNC Athletics. UNC Fencing 2010-11 Roster. 2010. 
http://www.goheels.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPSID=668064&SPID=12983&DB_OEM_ID_COUNT_=2&DB_OEM_ID_1
_=3350&SITE=UNC&DB_OEM_ID=3350&DB_OEM_ID_0_=3350&Q_SEASON=2010 (accessed March 24, 2014). 
2. Stanford Athletics. 2010-2011 Roster. 2010. 
http://www.gostanford.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPSID=770511&SPID=130509&DB_OEM_ID=30600&Q_SEASON=20
10 (accessed March 24, 2014). 
3. Temple Athletics. 2010-11 Women's Fencing Roster. 2010. 
http://owlsports.com/roster.aspx?roster=153&path=wfence (accessed March 24, 2014). 
4. M. Fencing 2010-11 Roster. 2010. 
http://www.goprincetontigers.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPSID=46857&SPID=4262&DB_OEM_ID=10600&Q_SEASON=
2010 (accessed March 24, 2014). 
5. W. Fencing 2010-11 Roster. 2010. 
http://www.goprincetontigers.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPSID=46901&SPID=4273&DB_OEM_ID=10600&Q_SEASON=
2010 (accessed March 24, 2014). 
6. Notre Dame Athletics. 2010-11 Roster. 2010. http://www.und.com/sports/c-fenc/archive/c-fenc-mtt-10.html 
(accessed March 24, 2014). 
7. Boston College Athletics. 2010-2011 Roster. 2010. http://www.bceagles.com/sports/m-fenc/archive/2011-
roster.html (accessed March 24, 2014). 
8. Boston College Athletics. 2010-11 Roster. 2010. http://www.bceagles.com/sports/w-fenc/archive/2011-
roster.html (accessed March 24, 2014). 
9. UNC Fencing 2011-12 Roster. 2011. 
http://www.goheels.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPSID=668064&SPID=12983&DB_OEM_ID_COUNT_=2&DB_OEM_ID_1
_=3350&SITE=UNC&DB_OEM_ID=3350&DB_OEM_ID_0_=3350&Q_SEASON=2011 (accessed March 24, 2014). 
10. 2011-12 Roster. 2011. 
http://www.gostanford.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPSID=770511&SPID=130509&DB_OEM_ID=30600&Q_SEASON=20
11 (accessed March 24, 2014). 
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11. Temple Athletics, 2011-12 Women's Fencing Roster. 2011. 
http://owlsports.com/roster.aspx?roster=178&path=wfence (accessed March 24, 2014). 
12. M. Fencing 2011-2012 Roster. 2011. 
http://www.goprincetontigers.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPSID=46857&SPID=4262&DB_OEM_ID=10600&Q_SEASON=
2011 (accessed March 24, 2014). 
13. W. Fencing 2011-12 Roster. 2011. 
http://www.goprincetontigers.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPSID=46901&SPID=4273&DB_OEM_ID=10600&Q_SEASON=
2011 (accessed March 24, 2014). 
14. Notre Dame Athletics. 2011-12 Roster. 2011. http://www.und.com/sports/c-fenc/archive/c-fenc-mtt-11.html 
(accessed March 24, 2014). 
15. Boston College Athletics. 2011-12 Roster. 2011. http://www.bceagles.com/sports/m-fenc/archive/1112-
roster.html (accessed March 24, 2014). 
16. Boston College Athletics. 2011-12 Roster. 2011. http://www.bceagles.com/sports/w-fenc/archive/1112-
roster.html (accessed March 24, 2014). 
17. UNC Fencing 2012-13 Roster. 2012. 
http://www.goheels.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPSID=668064&SPID=12983&DB_OEM_ID_COUNT_=2&DB_OEM_ID_1
_=3350&SITE=UNC&DB_OEM_ID=3350&DB_OEM_ID_0_=3350&Q_SEASON=2012 (accessed March 24, 2014). 
18. 2012-2013 Roster. 2012. 
http://www.gostanford.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPSID=770511&SPID=130509&DB_OEM_ID=30600&Q_SEASON=20
12 (accessed March 24, 2014). 
19. Temple Athletics, 2012-13 Women's Fencing Roster. 2012. 
http://owlsports.com/roster.aspx?roster=178&path=wfence (accessed March 24, 2014). 
20. M. Fencing 2012-13 Roster. 2012. 
http://www.goprincetontigers.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPSID=46857&SPID=4262&DB_OEM_ID=10600&Q_SEASON=
2012 (accessed March 24, 2014). 
21. W. Fencing 2012-13 Roster. 2012. 
http://www.goprincetontigers.com/SportSelect.dbml?SPSID=46901&SPID=4273&DB_OEM_ID=10600&Q_SEASON=
2012 (accessed March 24, 2014). 
22. Notre Dame Athletics. 2012-13 Roster. 2012. http://www.und.com/sports/c-fenc/archive/c-fenc- 
roster-13.html (accessed March 24, 2014). 
23. Boston College Athletics. 2012-13 Roster. 2012. http://www.bceagles.com/sports/m-fenc/archive/1112-
roster.html (accessed March 24, 2014). 
24. Boston College Athletics. 2012-13 Roster. 2012. http://www.bceagles.com/sports/w-fenc/archive/bc-w-fenc-






Table A.3: Average NCAA Championship Finish 2011-2013 
School 2011 Finish  2012 Finish 2013 Finish Average Finish 
University of Notre Dame 1 3 2 2 
Princeton University  4 2 1 2 
Pennsylvania State 
University 
2 5 3 3 
The Ohio State University  5 1 4 3 
St. John's University 3 4 5 4 
Harvard University  6 6 6 6 
Columbia University-
Barnard College 
7 8 7 7 
University of Pennsylvania 8 7 9 8 
Stanford University  10 10 8 9 
Duke University  9 9 12 10 
Northwestern University  11 11 11 11 
Yale University  12 12 10 11 
Temple University  13 14 14 14 
Brown University  13 13 16 14 
U.S. Air Force Academy  13 15 20 16 
University of North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 
19 19 13 17 
Wayne State University  21 17 15 18 
Sacred Heart University  16 16 21 18 
Cornell University  17 18 19 18 
Vassar College 18 21 0 20 
Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology 
21 24 17 21 
New York University  23 22 18 21 
Brandeis University  20 23 22 22 
Boston College  23 19 23 22 
Drew University  25 0 25 25 
University Detroit Mercy 25 0 0 25 
University of California at 
San Diego 
27 25 24 25 
Cleveland State University  27 0 0 27 
Hunter College  29 0 0 29 
California  Institute of 
Technology  
30 0 0 30 
Sources: 
1. Sapery, David. Fencing Championships: 2011 NCAA Championships. David Sapery, 2011. 
2. Pris de Fer Fencing Club, Inc. 2012 NCAA Fencing Championships Live Results. March 2012. http://www.prisedefer.com/NCAA 
(accessed March 24, 2014). 
3. NCAA. 2013 NCAA Fencing Championships. NCAA, 2013 
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Table A.4: NCAA Championship Finishes by School Since 1990 
School Sum of Finishes Number of Appearances Average Finish 
Penn St. 44 24 2 
Notre Dame 62 24 3 
Columbia 122 24 5 
St. John's 123 23 5 
Princeton 152 23 7 
Ohio State 172 24 7 
Penn  173 24 7 
Stanford 193 24 8 
Yale  219 24 9 
Harvard 270 23 12 
Wayne State 291 24 12 
NYU 337 24 14 
Temple 326 23 14 
Northwestern 345 23 15 
Air Force 349 23 15 
Duke 349 22 16 
North Carolina 401 23 17 
Brandeis 408 22 19 
Brown 382 19 20 
MIT 415 20 21 
UC San Diego 386 18 21 
Cleveland State 261 12 22 
Cornell 336 15 22 
Boston College 319 14 23 
John Hopkins 300 12 25 
Sources: 
1. NCAA. Fencing: National Collegiate Men's and Women's. Indianapolis: NCAA, 2013. 
2. Men's NCAA Programs. 2014. http://www.usfencing.org/page/show/698026-men-s-ncaa-programs (accessed March 24, 2014). 
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University 
 
 Hunter College   Yale 
University  
 
 Johns Hopkins 
University 
    
 Lawrence 
University 
    
 New Jersey 
Institute of 
Technology 
    
 University of 
North Carolina 
at Chapel Hill 
    
 Northwestern 
University 
    
 University of 
Notre Dame 
    
 The Ohio State 
University 




    
 Queens 
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 Sacred Heart 
University 
    
 St. John's 
University 
    
 Stanford 
University 




    
 Temple 
University  
    
 Tufts 
University 
    
 U.S. Air Force 
Academy  
    
 Wayne State 
University  
    
 Wellesley 
College 
    
 Yeshiva 
University  
    
Sources: 
1. Men's Fencing-All Divisions. 2006. 
http://web1.ncaa.org/onlineDir/exec2/sponsorship?sortOrder=5&division=All&sport=MF
E (accessed March 24, 2014). 
2. Women's Fencing-All Divisions. 2006. 
http://web1.ncaa.org/onlineDir/exec2/sponsorship?sortOrder=5&division=All&sport=WF





Table A.6: NCAA Varsity Fencing Teams by Region 
Northeast Region Mid-Atlantic/South 
Region 
Midwest Region West Region 
Boston College Drew University Cleveland State 
University 
California Institute of 
Technology 
Brandeis University Duke University University of Detroit 
Mercy 
University of 
California at San 
Diego 
Brown University Fairleigh Dickinson 
University at 
Metropolitan Campus 
Lawrence University Stanford University 
The City College of 
New York 
Haverford College Northwestern 
University 






University of Notre 
Dame 
 
Cornell University New Jersey Institute of 
Technology 
The Ohio State 
University 
 
Harvard University University of North 












New York University Princeton University   
Queens College Stevens Institute of 
Technology 
  
Sacred Heart University  Temple University   
St. John's University     
Tufts University    
Vassar College    
Wellesley College    
Yale University    
Yeshiva University     
Sources: 
1. Men's Fencing-All Divisions. 2006. 
http://web1.ncaa.org/onlineDir/exec2/sponsorship?sortOrder=5&division=All&sport=MFE 
(accessed March 24, 2014). 
2. Women's Fencing-All Divisions. 2006. 
http://web1.ncaa.org/onlineDir/exec2/sponsorship?sortOrder=5&division=All&sport=WFE 
(accessed March 24, 2014). 
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Table A.7: NCAA Fencing Team Expenses by Division 
Division        Men's Fencing  
           Expenses 
    Women's Fencing 
           Expenses 
Division I- FBS
1 $183,000 $243,000 
Division II- With Football
2 $168,000 $129,300 
Division I- FCS
1 $124,000 $114,000 
Division II- Without Football
2 $75,700 $53,400 
Division I- Without Football
1 $66,000 $62,000 
Division III-With Football
3 $52,700 $51,900 
Division III-Without Football
3 $52,100 $40,500 
Sources: 
 
1. NCAA. Revenues and Expenses: 2004-2011 NCAA Division I Intercollegiate Athletics 
Programs Report. Indianapolis: NCAA, 2012. 
2. NCAA. Revenues and Expenses: 2004-2011 NCAA Division II Intercollegiate Athletics 
Programs. Indianapolis: NCAA, 2012. 
3. NCAA. Revenues and Expenses: 2004-2011 NCAA Division III Intercollegiate Athletics 





Figure A.1 Codebook 
In coding the 431 articles included in the study, in addition to the elements listed below, the 
URL, date published, full headline and school that published the article was documented for ease 
of second reference if needed.  
o Gender of Article: This feature of the article sorted the piece into one of three categories. 
If the only or primary gender discussed in the story was male or female the story was 
deemed to be “male only” or “female only”. If the story included more than a one 
sentence mention of  both genders or any words whatsoever that described either the team 
as a unit, referencing either genders, or the opposite gender specifically, the story was 
deemed to be “both”.   
 In the code sheet this encompassed three variables: 
 Article-Female: Yes=1, No=2 
 Article-Male: Yes=1, No=2 
 Article-Both: Yes=1, No=2  
o Ex: Both/ 2,2,1 
o Gender Order of Mention: This feature of the piece sought to classify the content into of 
two categories that described which gender was discussed first in the article. Articles 
were classified as “male first” or “female first” dependent upon which gender was 
mentioned first in the article.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Female Mention First: Yes=1, No-2 
o Ex: Female First/ 1  
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o Number of Words discussing Women: This category enumerated how many words in the 
story were those that were a part of female only coverage. Words were only included in 
this category if they were part of a sentence or quote that’s lone focus was on the female 
team or athlete. Any listed content, schedules or statistics were excluded from this count. 
From here forward this type of information will all be referred to as statistics.  
o Ex: 143 
o Number of Words discussing Men: This category enumerated how many words in the 
story were those that were a part of male only coverage. Words were only included in this 
category if they were part of a sentence or quote that’s lone focus was on the male team 
or athlete. All content classified as statistics was excluded from being included in this 
statistic.    
o Ex: 81 
o Number of words discussing both genders: This category enumerated how many words in 
the story were those that were a part of coverage within the story that referenced both 
genders. Words were only included in this category if they were part of a sentence or 
quote that had a dual focus on both the male and female team. All content classified as 
statistics was excluded from being included in this statistic. 
o Ex: 118 
 Note: Some sentences ‘word counts were not included in any of the three 
categories as the subject of the sentence did not pertain to either the male 
or female fencer. Examples of such sentences included those describing 
event formats.  
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o Subject of Article:  In coding for type of article this element sought to summarize the 
main purpose of the article. In looking at all of the content, 5 categories of articles 
emerged that were included in the study representing 431 articles, while 74 articles were 
excluded from the study as the athletes and teams were not the sole focus of the coverage. 
 Included Categories:  
 A “college event” article referred to any article that was working to 
highlight collegiate competition that the team would face or did 
face in all events prior to the NCAA Championships.  
 A “college championship” article applied to all articles covering 
the NCAA championship event. 
 A “non-college event” article was any article that’s main content 
area of focus was on anything events participated in that were 
USFA or FIE sanctioned.  
 The “individual” category of articles referenced those articles in 
which via academic or athletic accomplishments an athlete was 
being honored or referenced an article that was a  feature story and 
often times featured Q&As with the athletes interviewed.  
 A “team” article referred to all articles whose primary purpose was 
to inform the reader about the team in general. These included 
season previews, coach reflections and schedule announcements. 
 In the code sheet this encompassed three variables  
 Subject-College Event: Yes=1, No=2, Other=3 
 Subject-Team: Yes=1, No=2, Other=3 
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 Subject-Collegiate Championship Competition: Yes=1, No=2, 
Other=3 
o Ex: Non-College Event/ 2,3,3   
o Number of Words in Piece: This category enumerated how many total words were in the 
article. The article was defined as only the content written in sentence form. All content 
classified as statistics was excluded from being included in this statistic.  
o Ex: 313 
o Gender in Headline: This category classified the headlines into one of four categories. If 
the headline referenced a female athlete or team by athlete name or gender specific 
pronoun, the headline was classified as “female”. If the headline was written in the same 
manner but addressing the male athlete or team it was classified as “male”. If the headline 
addressed both the men’s and women’s team through pronouns or naming of an athlete, it 
was classified as “both”. If the headline made no reference to gender through pronouns or 
naming athletes it was classified as “none”.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Headline Gender: Male=1, Female=2, Both=3, None=4 
o Ex: None/4  
o Headline Gender Reference: This category served to identify how the team or athlete was 
referred to in the headline. If only the first name of the athlete was used the headline was 
deemed “first’, the last name only “last, both names “both”, pronoun, i.e. women’s and 
men’s, “pronoun”, and if no gender or identification was given “none”.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Headline Reference: First=1, Last=2, Both=3, Pronoun=4, None=5 
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o Ex: None/5 
o Subject of Headline: This category classified the main topic of discussion in the headline 
alone.  
 Those articles headline’s coded as “athlete” identified those headlines 
where a specific athlete’s name was mentioned and the athlete was the 
sole focus of the headline. 
 Those articles headline’s coded as “team preview” included headlines 
which served to inform about the team’s future activity in collegiate and 
non-collegiate competition. 
 Those articles headline’s coded as “team review” included headlines 
which served to inform about the team’s success in collegiate and non-
collegiate competition.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed three variables: 
 Headline-Athlete: Yes=1, No=2 
 Headline-Team Preview: Yes=1, No=2 
 Headline-Team Review: Yes=1, No=2 
o Ex: Team Review/ 2,2,1  
o Headline Gender Order of Discussion: This feature of the headline sought to classify the 
headline into of three categories that described which gender was discussed first in the 
headline. Headlines were classified as “male first” or “female first” dependent upon 
which gender was mentioned first in the headline. If no gender was mentioned the 
headline was classified as “none”.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed  one variable: 
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 Headline Order Mention: Male=1, Female =2, None=3 
o Ex: None/3 
o Number of Words in Headline: This category enumerated the number of words in the 
headline that was coded for the article.  
o Ex: 8 
o Photograph:  This category sorted articles into one of two categories. Those articles that 
contained a picture were classified into the “yes” division and those that lacked a picture 
were classified into the “no” division.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Photo Present: Yes=1, No=2 
o Ex: Yes/1 
o Gender of Photograph: For those stories that had a picture, this category classified the 
photos by gender of the individual depicted in the photo. If the only person in the photo 
was male or female, the photo was classified as “female” or “male”. If the photo featured 
both genders it was classified as “both”. If the photo featured anything other than people 
it was classified as “none”.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Gender-Photo: Male=1, Female=2, Both=3, None=4 
o Ex: Female/2 
o Action/No Action Photographs: For those stories that had a picture, this category 
classified the photos based on the activity captured. Those photos that depicted an athlete 
fencing or celebrating a touch were classified as “action shots”. Those photos that 
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depicted anything other than an athlete fencing were classified as “no action” photos. 
These included roster photos and coaching photos.  
 Action Photo: Yes=1, No=2 
o Ex: Action Shot/1 
o Gear/No Gear: This category classified photos into one of two categories. If the athlete 
was depicted in fencing whites the photo was classified as “gear” and if the photo 
depicted the athlete in any clothing other than fencing whites it was classified as “no 
gear”.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Gear Photo: Yes=1, No=2 
o Ex: Gear/1 
o Staged/Posed:  This category classified photos dependent upon whether or not the photo 
depicted real action or was posed. If the photo featured only one athlete and did not 
feature additional individuals in the background or was a roster photo, it was classified as 
“posed”. All shots that appeared organic were classified as “not posed”.  
 Staged Photo: Yes=1, No=2 
o Ex: Not Posed/2 
o Current Athlete Highlighted: This category sorted all articles into one of two categories. 
If in sentence format, not in statistic format, the article mentioned an athlete who was on 
the roster in the season the article was written in, it was classified into the “yes” category. 
If no such mention occurred, the article was classified as “no”.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Mention- Current Athlete: Yes=1, No=2 
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o Ex: Yes/1 
o Gender of Current Athletes: If the article was classified into the “yes” category for 
mentioning current athletes, the gender of the athlete was recorded as “male”, “female” 
or “both”.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Gender-Current Athlete: Male=1, Female=2, Both=3, None=4 
o Ex: Both/3  
o Alumni Identified: This category sorted all articles into one of two categories. If in 
sentence format, not in statistic format, the article mentioned an athlete who was on the 
roster in any season prior to the season of topic in the article, the article was classified 
into the “yes” category. If no such mention occurred, the article was classified as “no”.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Mention- Athlete Alum: Yes=1, No=2 
o Ex: Yes/1 
o Gender of Alumni If the article was classified into the “yes” category for mentioning an 
athlete alumni, the gender of the athlete was recorded as “male”, “female” or “both”.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Gender-Athlete Alum: Male=1, Female=2, Both=3, None=4 
o Ex: Female/2  
o Non-School Athletes Identified This category sorted all articles into one of two 
categories. If in sentence format, not in statistic format, the article mentioned an athlete 
who had no present or past association to the team, the article was classified into the 
“yes” category. If no such mention occurred, the article was classified as “no”. 
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 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Mention- Non-Affiliated Athlete: Yes=1, No=2 
o Ex: Yes/1 
o Gender of those Athletes If the article was classified into the “yes” category for 
mentioning non-affiliated athletes, the gender of the athlete was recorded as “male”, 
“female” or “both”. 
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Gender-Non-Affiliated Athlete: Male=1, Female=2, Both=3, 
None=4 
o Ex: Male/1 
o  Quote: This category sorted articles into one of two categories. Those articles that 
contained quote(s) were classified into the “yes” division and those that lacked quote(s) 
were classified into the “no” division.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Photo Present: Yes=1, No=2 
o Ex: Yes/1 
o Number of Quotes: This category enumerated how many direct quotes were included in 
the article.  
o Ex: 0 
o Gender of Quoted: This category identified the gender of the individual responsible for 
each quote. If the quote was from a female it was classified as “female” and if it was for a 
male it was classified as “male”. If the article contained quotes from both males and 
females it was coded as “both”. If the article had not quotes it was coded as “none”.  
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 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Gender Quoted: Male=1, Female=2, Both=3, None=4 
o Ex: None/4 
o Title of Quoted: This category identified the type of individual who gave the quote. If the 
individual was an athlete the quote was coded as “athlete” and if the quote was from a 
member of the staff or athletic department it was classified as “staff”.  If the article 
contained quotes from both staff members and athletes it was coded as “both”. If the 
article had no quotes it was coded as “none”. 
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Title Quoted: Staff=1, Athlete=2, Both=3, None=4 
o Ex: None/4 
o Gender Identified in Quote: This category classified all quotes into one of four categories. 
If the subject of the quote was specifically a male or female athlete it was deemed “male” 
or “female”. If the quoted material referenced either genders or the team neutrally as a 
whole, the quote was deemed representative of “both”. For those quotes in which no 
reference to gender or a team is made or if the article lacked quotes, the quote was 
classified as, “none”.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Gender Identified in Quote: Male=1, Female=2, Both=3, None=4 
o Ex: None/4 
o Additional Media: This category looked to sort all content into two categories. If the 
coverage linked to any additional content, website or had additional multimedia beyond a 
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photo, the article was classified as “yes”. If not such additional media existed the article 
was classified as “no”.  
 In the code sheet this encompassed one variable: 
 Additional Media: Yes=1, No=2 
o Ex: Yes/1 
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Figure A.2 Coded Article  
Irish Well Represented At Recent Pan American 
Championships 
Mariel Zagunis and Gerek Meinhardt each claim gold at six-day event. 
Aug. 11, 2010 
SAN JOSE, Costa Rica - Former Irish fencer Mariel Zagunis and current 
junior Gerek Meinhardtheadlined a list of four Notre Dame fencers that competed at 
the 2010 Pan American Championships. Zagunis and Meinhardt brought home a total 
of three gold medals at the competition for the American squad. 
Zagunis, a sabreist, was able to bring home a pair of gold medals for the Americans, 
capturing both the individual crown and helping her sabre team emerge victorious. For 
Zagunis, the individual gold medal marks her second straight Pan American title and 
follows up her gold at the World Cup in New York City on June 19. The U.S. secured 
the team title with a hard-fought 45-37 win over Canada in the finals. 
Meinhardt helped the U.S. men's foil squad to the team title while also staking claim to 
fifth place in the individual competition. The men's foil team entered the elimination 
stage as the overall No. 1 seed and they held true to form as the squad won every 
match by at least 24 touches, including a convincing finals win over Venezuela, 45-17. 
In individual action, Meinhardt finished fifth after losing a decision to his American 
teammate and eventual silver medalist, Miles Chamley-Watson. 
Sisters Courtney Hurley and Kelley Hurley also got into the action for Team USA; 
grabbing three medals of their own in women's epee. The duo earned a spot on the 
podium of the individual competition as Kelly and Courtney brought home the silver 
and bronze medals, respectively. The two also would help the epee team finish third 
after winning a close decision over Venezuela, 45-37, in the bronze medal match. 
All told, the U.S. team finished atop the medal count standings with six gold medals, 
two silver medals and seven bronze medals. Canada finished second with 10 total medals, including six silver. Cuba 
rounded out the top three teams with seven medals, including four first-place finishes.  
 
The Pan American Championships serve as an individual and team qualifying tournament for the 2011 Pan 
American Games in Guadalajara, Mexico. Up-to-date results can be found at http://fie.ch/ (http://fie.ch/). 
--ND-- 
NOTRE DAME FENCING HOME 
Source: Notre Dame Athletics. (2010, April 11). Irish Well Represented at Recent Pan American 
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Figure A.3 Code Sheet   
Article Headline:__________________________________________ 




Genders Covered in Story: Male Only                 Female Only                         Both 
Order Gender Mentioned in Story: Male First            Female First                None  
Number of Words Discussing Men:____________________________ 
Number of Words Discussing Women:__________________________ 
Number of Words Discussing Both Genders:______________________ 
Subject of Article:  
College Event                                        Non-College Event                                   Other 
Team                                                      Individual                                                 Other 
In-Season Collegiate Competition         NCAA Championship Competition        Other   
Number of Total Words in Article:_________________________________________ 
Gender in Headline: Male           Female             Both              None 
Manner Gender Referenced in Headline: 
   By Athlete First Name             By Athlete Last Name      
By Both Athlete First and Last Name      By Pronoun                         None  
Subject of Headline:  
Athlete                                  Team Prospective                               Team Retrospective 
 
Order Gender Mentioned in Headline: Male First            Female First                 None 
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Photograph:       Yes              No 
 Gender of Photographed:  Female      Male      Both      None 
 Action/ No Action: Action      No Action 
 Fencing Gear/ No Fencing Gear: Fencing Gear     No Fencing Gear  
Staged/Posed:     Natural     Staged 
Current Athlete Highlighted:       Yes           No 
 Gender:_____________________________________________________ 
Alumni Identified:      Yes           No 
 Gender:______________________________________________________ 
Non-School Athlete Identified:       Yes            No 
 Gender:________________________________________________________ 
Quote: Yes     No 
Number of Quotes:________________________________________________ 
 Gender of Quoted:___________________________________________ 
 Title of Quoted:______________________________________________ 
 Gender Identified in Quote:_____________________________________ 
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